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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The analysis of variance technique is probably the most popular 
statistical technique used for testing hypotheses and estimating para-
meters. Eisenhart (12) presents two classes of problems solvable by 
the analysis of variance and the assumption underlying each class. 
Cochran (9) lists the assumptions and also discusses the consequences 
when these assumptions are not met. It is evident that if all the 
assumptions are not satisfied, the confidence placed in any result 
obtained in this manner is adversly affected to varying degrees according 
to the extent of the violatione 
One of the assumptions in the analysis of variance procedures is 
that of uncorrelated errorse The experimenter may not always meet this 
conditinns because of economical or environmental reasons. In fact, 
Wilk (J5) questions the validity of the as~"Ulllption of uncorrelated 
errors in any physical situation. For example, consider an experiment 
over a sequence of yearse A correlation due to years may exist, no 
matter what randomization technique is used, because the outcome of the 
previous year detennines to a great extent the outcome of this year. 
Another example would be the case of selecting experimental units from 
the same source, such as, sampling students with the same background or 
selecting units from the same production process. This points out the 
fact that the condition such as background, or a defect in the production 
process may have forced a correlation among the experimental units. 
Problems of this nature frequently occur in Industrial, Biological and 
Psychological experiments. 
Another phenomenon which affects the analysis of variance is the 
missing data. From time to time certain observations are missing, 
through death of animals, destruction of crops, or failure to record. 
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In the analysis of variance, two changes may be noted due to the missing 
observations. For example, in the Randomized Block Design the treat-
ments and blocks sum of squares become entangled, so that the treatments 
sum of squares must be computed after allowing for block effects. 
Secondly, if 'a' observations are absent, the total number of degrees 
of freedom is reduced by 'a'. Unless one or more complete treatments 
or blocks is missing, the number of parameters required to describe 
these effects will be the same as before. Consequently, the missing 
degrees of freedom all come from the error sum of squares. To the 
experimenter it may be very ditficult to analyze a set of incomplete 
data. For this reason Yates (40), follo'Wing a suggestion by Fisher, 
considered inserting values for the missing observations so as to obtain 
a set of complete data. Suppose that only a single observation is 
missing, and a value Xis needed to be substituted for this observation. 
In order to find a numerical value for X, Yates proposed to use the 
value that minimized the error sum of squares. If this value is inserted 
in place of the missing observation, and if the data are analyzed as if 
no observations were absent, Yates showed that several important properties 
hold: (a~ The estimates of treatment and block effects are exactlv the 
same as those obtained by the standard least squares procedure. (b) The 
error sum of squares is exactly the same as given by the standard least 
squares procedure. (c) To obtain the correct partition of the degrees 
of freedom, we subtract one from the total sum of squares and one from 
the error sum of squares. Yates also showed that the method of insertion 
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fails to agree with the standard least squares procedure in two respects. 
The treatment sum of squares as obtained in the analysis of variance of 
the complete data is always slightly larger than the corrected treatment 
sum of squares for a F-test of the treatments. Unless an appreciable 
fraction of the total observation is missing, this overestimation is 
unlikely to be larger; further, the exact F-test can be obtained by means 
of some additional calculation. The second defect of the method of 
insertion is that it may not give proper t-tests. That this will happen 
is clear because in the analysis of variance of complete data 'r' 
replications are ascribed to the treatment that contains the missing 
observation, whereas there are only (r-1) replications. 
When both correlation and missing data occur together in an 
experiment, the analysis of variance incurs more disturbance. The object 
of this thesis is to consider experiments under different conditions 
(with either correlation or a missing value, or both) and derive explicit 
expressions of the error structure under each condition. The correlation 
considered here is after randomization. Thus background correlation as 
used in this study is defined as any correlation not ranoved by randomi-
zation. By taking observations at random they have equal probability 
of sel~ction and are independent in the probability sense. Moreover, in 
this thesis only the case of one missing value is considered. Two or 
more missing data require more complicated methods. Yates suggested an 
iterative scheme to be used for estimation, followed by special methods 
for calculating unbiased estimates of the sums of squares for treatments 
which would not be covered here. 
Four different cases are compared below. They are: (a) without 
correlation and without missing value, (b) without correlation but with 
a missing value, (c) with correlation but without missing value, and 
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(d) with correlation and with a missing value. Each is considered in 
three analysis of variance models: random, fixed, and mixed. The 
presentation of the study of "The Derivation of Error Structure of 
Randomized Design under Background Correlation with a Missing Value", in 
this paper will consist of a review of literature in Chapter II and 
general theory in Chapter III. The subsequent chapters give the special 
results to the Randomized Block Design, Latin Square Design, and 
Graeco-Latin Square Design in Chapters r:, V and VI, respectively. The 
Chapter VII is a summary. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
There is an abundance of articles in the statistical literature 
dealing with the estimation of variance of components, derivation of 
expected mean squares, missing data and many types of correlation. This 
thesis combines all of these studies. The structure of expected mean 
squares includes covariance as well as variance components. Background 
correlation is more general than most other correlations and includes 
many of them. 
Allan and Wishart (1) were the first to present a formula for 
computing the value for one missing or extranely divergent value for a 
randomized block experiment and Latin Square Design. Yates showed that 
their fonnula resulted in minimizing the error sum of squares. He 
presented an iterative procedure for calculating the values for several 
missing experimental units. Bartlett (5) suggests the procedure of 
inserting a one for the missing value and zeros otherwise and performing 
a covariance analysis with the zeros and the one as the independent variate. 
If more than one experimental unit is missing,the same procedure is 
followed except that a multiple covariance is performed. Nair (25) used 
Bartlett's method for analyzing the results from a k X k latin square 
design with several missing values. A paper by Delury 0.1) summarizes most 
of the results for handling missing experimental units in latin squares 
or sets of latin squares. Yates and Hale (39) give a method of analysis 
for two or more missing rows, columns, or treatments in a latin square. 
For the latin square with two or more missing data, Kempthorne \ 22) outlines 
a method for making an unbiased test. 
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The first explicit mention of the subject of estimation of 
components of variance seems to have been made in 1935 by R. A. Fisher (17). 
In a discussion of the intraclass correlation coefficient, which for data 
of the kind described by equations of the form Y. . = µ + a . + b .. , is 
1J 1 1J 
2 /, ? 
defined as f= o /(o~ + o.). 
I a 1 b 
Fisher showed that the among group mean 
squares from the analysis of variance of such data has an expected value 
2 2 
equal to6 + n O • It being well known that the expected value of the b a 
within groups mean square i~ o!. 
Essentially similar results were proved by Irwin (21) in 1931 from 
data from Randomized Block and Latin Square experiments. tippet (31) 
has given a similar discussion which is more detailed in its explanation 
of how estimations may be obtained from the analysis of variance. 
A brief, but clear, statement of the fundamental assumptions and 
concepts involved in the estimation and interpretation of variance 
components has been given in an appendix to a paper by Winsor and 
Clarke 0'7 ) . It is unfortunate that this paper was not widely available 
since a c1 ear understanding of its contents might have avoided some of 
the unprecise thinking which has been evidenced on the subject of variance 
components. 
The distributions of estimates of components of variance formed 
from linear combinations of analysis of variance mean squares has been 
given in several forms. The usual analysis of variance mean squares are 
distributed as multiple x2, and the distribution of such estimates are 
1'1 
given in several ways. B. c. Bhattecharyya (8) has expressed this 
' 
distribution in terms of Bessel Functions. Fisher (17) suggested an j 
argument of the Behrens-Fisher type, which to data has not been utilized. 
Although in this study, we are not particularly interested in the 
procedures of testing and estimation, they are a critical background to 
the development of the techniques of what can be done with the expected 
values and error structures in the analysis of variance. 
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Another aspect deserving scrutiny is ju.st what portions of the 
analysis of randomized experiments depend on..;the strong distributional 
assumptions usually used. M. B. Wilk (35) makes a statement to the 
effect that the assumptions of independence and normality for random 
errors are always falsified in practice, and questions the corresponding 
results. 
The various independence assumptions which are made by many writers 
often seem to hold no relationship to the physical situation. Criticism 
is made of this by Crump (10 ). As part of this same problem, there exist 
what appear to be contradictory view points on the analysis of fairly 
simple experiments among different writers, each of whom base their 
assumptions on an assumed linear model. For example, the expected mean 
square and the recommended "error term" for a two-factor, mixed model 
situation given by Mood (24), Hald (19) , Mentzer (2 3) and Scheffe' (-':'? 1 
differ from that given by Kempthorne (2 2) , Anderson and Bancroft (3) 
and Tukey fJ4). Wilk and Kempthorn~ (36) give a derivation of the 
expected me~n squares with assumptions other than those of the analysis 
of variance and leave it up to the reader to decide which assumptions 
best fit his needs as to which results are used. 
A method for the analysis of variance of multiple classification 
with unequal numbers other than by fitting of constants is given by 
Patterson (26). A method of adjusting is worked out and claimed to be 
similar to the fitting of constants, at least mathematically. 
In 1954 Anscombe and Tukey (4) reviewed and proposed various methods 
of examining and testing data for non-additivity and also for non-consistehcy 
of variance and non-normality, including some graphical procedures. 
Tukey (33) gives as part of a paper of considerable scope an extensive 
discussion on choice of error terms. In another paper Tukey (32) 
describes the statistical test procedure based on the isolation of one 
degree of freedom in the analysis of variance, sensitive to the non-
additivity of classifications. 
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Tate (JO) 9~lains the theory of two correlated variables where both 
are continuous and also where one is fixed. The error involved in 
biserial correlation is discussed by Soper (26). 
In the simple case of correlation between two experimental units, 
the corresponding structures have been taken into account in the expected 
mean squares for special cases. These have been for isolates studies in 
psychology, genetics and plant science. Fisher, Finney and Robertson 
along with many others have worked on these isolated cases, but a 
unified approach under several differ~n~ __ models µas not been attempted. 
Most recently Burnet · (&1in his thesis "Error Structure under 
Background Correlation" here at Utah State University under the direction 
of Dr. Bohidar closely examined the change in error structure under 
background correlation of two types of multiple classification, namely, 
nested classification and cross classification, each divided into two 
main groups, the orthogonal and non-orthogonal. 
CHAPTER III 
GENERAL THEORY 
In this chapter a number of fundamental lemmas and theorems will 
be developed. They are frames of this thesis in the sense that each is 
a general case and will be frequently referred to in chapters following. 
First, it is necessary to make a statement about the model of 
analysis of variance because each model has different meaning and each 
component recognized in the model has different distributional properties. 
Roughly there are three kinds of models: random, fixed, and mixed. In 
each model any observation can be divided into four parts (assume without 
interaction) : 
1. an overall mean which is denoted asµ, 
2. a treatment deviation, 
3. all other restriction deviations, and 
4. a random element which is denoted as e. 
In algebraical, this becomes, 
yijk ••• =~+ti + aj +bk+ cl+-----+ eijk 
where a, b, c ---- are restriction deviations. 
In the random model, all components except the overall mean which 
is always fixed, are normally distributed with a zero mean and their 
own standard deviation. 
In the fixed model, all components, except the random element, are 
fixed. They are no longer normally distributed, instead have a property 
that the sum of all deviation of each of the component in a model equals 
to zero, i.e., 
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~.ti= ~.a.=~ b = Lc 1 = ----- = O 1 JJ kk J. 
Mixed model combines the above two cases so that it actually is a 
special case of either the random model or the fixed model. Throughout 
this thesis only the type of mixed model in which treatments are randomly 
selected but all restrictions are fixed is considered. However, the 
same conoept could be extended to all possible mixed models which we are 
not able to cover here. 
Next is to define "restriction e" Its synonymous meaning is control. 
The essence of needing restrictions is that the treatments could be 
grouped into replications in different ways with the consequence that the 
effects of all restrictions are equalized for all treatments. A practical 
example is the Randomized Block Design. It has only one restriction 
because the experimenter exerts control upon blocks. Within each block 
all units are closely comparable or very similar. It is important to 
point here that treatments are always free from control. It is the 
purpose of the experiment to detect the differences among them. Likewise, 
the Latin Square Design has two restrictions because each treatment 
happens once in a row and once in a column. In Graeco-Latin Square Design 
each treatment appears not only once in each row and column, but also once 
with each Greek letter. 
Notice that from Randomized Block Design to Latin Square Design and 
then to Graeco-Latin Square Design though number of restrictions have 
been i;:icreased, the total number of observed values remain unchanged. 
Graphically speaking, they are still on a two-dimension plane, even 
though restrictions imposed on have been increased. 
As the number of restrictions change, the sources of variation in 
the analysis of variance change correspondingly. This could be easily 
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seen from the construction of the model in which each restriction is 
contained as a component. Because it is frequently necessary to obtain 
the number of sources of variation associated with a certain number of 
restrictions, Fundamental Lemma I has been developed below and its proof 
is trival since adding one more restriction results in one more source 
of variation. 
Fundamental Lemma I 
The number of sources of variation in analysis of variance is equal 
to the number of restrictions plus two. 
Let N = number of sources of variation 
r = number of restrictions 
N = r + 2 
When dealing with correlated units, it is also necessary to know the 
relationship between the number of kinds of covariance and the number of 
restrictions imposed on an experiment. For example, in an one-restriction 
random model, 
yij = ~ + ai + bj + cij' where, 
ai are distributed as N (o, (J a)} 
(o, 0 b) either a orb is a restriction bj are distributed as N 
are distributed as N (o, 0 c) 
The kinds of covariance introduced are: 
E 
1. ca = if=i' (ai ai,) 
E 
2. ~ = jf:j' (b. b ) J j' 
E 
3. cab• = jf=j• (cij cij') 
E 




5. Ca'b' = i;/:i' (cij ci'j') 
jjj• 
Graphical~y then, the Yij's variable may be arranged as follows: 
Assume i = 1, 2, 3 
j = 1, 2, 3, 4, then 
111 112 113 114 
y21 122 ~ y24 21 
Y31 132 y33 Y34 
where a•s and b's are levels of A and B recognized in the model. 
When referring to Ca, it means the pair-wise grouping such as [a 1 a~, 
[a 1 a3J, etc. A similar interpretation is easily extended to Cb which 
is covariance between two different b' s levels such as [b1 b2] , [ b2 b3], 
ate. C.ab, is defined as the covariance between two random elements, 
Cijt C;j•• both belonging to the same level of A but different levels of 
B. Ca'b is derined as the covariance between two random elements Cij' 
Ci'j' both belonging to the same level of B but different levels of A. 
Likewise Ca'b' is defined as the covariance between two random elements, 
Cij' Ci'j'' each belonging to different levels of A, as well as different 
• levels of B. 
As number of restrictions are increased, more kinds of covariance 
are added. In two-restriction case of a random model, 
yijk = µ + ai + bj +ck+ 1ijk .:l.i N (o, 0 a) 
b. N (o, 0 b) 
J 
ck N (o, D c) 
1ijk N (o, Ql) 
there are: 
E 
Cab' c' = j:/:j• [ 1ijk 1ij'k'] 
~k' 
E 
ca'bc' = i,.4i• [ 1ijk 1i' jk' J 
~k' 
E 
ca'b'c = i,.4i• [ 1ijk 1i• j'kj 
j,.4j t 
E 
ca'b'c' = i#• [ 1ijk 1i•j•k•] 
j:/:j• 
k1k' 
Covariance between 2 random 
elements of same level of A 
but different levels of B, C. 
Graphically, all Y. . 's variable may be arr.anged ,-a:s .::.f o1lows: 
l.Jk 
Assume i = 1 ------ 5 
j = 1 ------ 5 
k = 1 ------ 5 
ylll y yl35 yl42 yl54 123 
y212 y224 y231 y243 y255 
Y313 Y325 Y332 Y344 y351 
Y414 y421 y y445 y452 \ 433 I 
' 
' y515 y522 y534 Y.541 y 553 
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Fundamental Lennna II 
In a k X k experiment, if there are r restrictions the total kinds 
of covariance is twice the number of restrictions plus three. The proof 
is trivial. 
The rest of this chapter is devoted to two subjects, the derivation 
of a missing data formula and computation of expected sum of squares 
(symbolically denoted as ESS) of each source of variation in analysis of 
variance associated with three different cases: 
(i) with a missing value but without correlation 
(ii) without missing value but with correlation 
(iii) with a missing value, and with correlation . 
Each case will be considered in three different ways, one restriction, 
two restrictions, and three restrictions (all in a k X k experiment). For 
each different restriction, a fundamental lemma is developed. And then, 
three theorems will be generalized tor restrictions for each of three 
different cases. 
Moreover, the case to be examined below is restricted to a k X k 
experiment. Therefore, the Randomized Block Design is nothing but a 
special case of one restri&tion on a k X k experiment and will be discussed 
in detail in the next chapter. 
Following is a theorem of a missing data formula generalized tor 
restrictions on a k X k experirnento 
Theorem I 
In a k X k experiment with r restrictions, the missing value is 
estimated by the following formulae Let the model be 





( E • ') k i Rj_i+Tt - rG' 
X = (k-1) (k-r) i = 1, 2 ---- r 
where the r restrictions to be FL, R ----Ro 
--.1 2 r 
Also a3sume that the missing value occurs in 1st level of!½._, 
th th 2nd level .of R2 ---- r level of Rr, and t treatment. Let 
Tt' = the total for the (k-1) observations in t th treatment 
Rii' = the total for the (k-1) observations in 1st level of 
restriction 1 





R '= the total for the (k-1) observations in r t h level of 
rr 
restriction r 
G' = the total of the observed units not including the missing value. 
Proof: 










• ¥ •••••••• ~ .. - . . . . . 
Sum of Squares 
l (R ' + xl +l 
k 
R 2 - (G'+X)2 E k 11 k b#l lb k~ 




l (R ' + X)2 + t k 2 ~G'+X)2 E R k rr s#r rs k2 
l (T ' + x>2 + 1 
k 
~G'+Xf 
a~ Ta k t k k2 
by subtraction 
E E y2 + x2 - (G•+x)2 
k2 (a# ---- s#r) . abc. --- s 
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The procedure is to substitute X for the missing value and perform 
the analysis of variance~ 
Lets denote Q as the er r or sum of squares, 
r 
Q = x2 + r(G +X) ~ ( 1 ;t+X) _ i=l( 11.+X) + terms , 2 ~ T w 2] . r; R, . . 2 
k2 I Ii k ,'k not involving X~ 
This surn of squares is now to be minimized for variation in X, and 
this is simply done by equating the differental with regard to X to 
zero and solving for Xo 
... 
~ = 2X + 2r(G'+X) _ 2 [<T , +x) + 
dX k2 '1c t ~ (R',. +x)l i=l l,l, J = 0 
or, Xk:2 + rX + r(i' - (r+l) Xk - k [Tt' + f R .. •1 = 0 i=l l,l, 
or, 
r 
k [T' + ~ R .. '1 - rG' = X [k 2 - (r+l) k + r 1 t i=l l.l. J 
k ( t -R',. + T' ) - rG' 
or, X = _i=l 11. t 
(k-1) (k-r) 
The above compl etes the proof of the theoreme 
After knowing the missing data formula, one can proceed to examine 
the error structure associated with different situationso 
Fundamental Lemma III A( 
I' 
The k X k experiment of random model with one restriction and one 
missing value and without correlation has three components recognized in 
the model. The model is 9 
Y. . = µ + a. + bj + e .. 
1J 1 l.J t ~ 1, 2, k 
J = 1, 2, k 
a , V"\ N (o, Oal} l. either one is a restriction 
b.v-\ N (o, 6 b) J 
eij £...-"'\ N (o, o e) 
Th~ ESS for each is, 
ESS(A) = k(k-1) Da 2 + [(k-1) + (k:l) j De 2 
ESS(B) = k(k-1) 0 b 2 + [(k-1) + (k:l) j O e 2 
ESS (ERROR) c ( (k-1) (k-1)-1] 6e 2 
Proof: 
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In order not to lose generality, let us assume that the missing value 
occurs in hth ~1evel of A, and 1th level of B. 
For other levels of A where missing value does not occur, 
~ z ~ ~ Yi. = . Y. . = . (µ + a. + b . + e .. ) = k µ + k a. + . b . + J' e
1
J. J 1J J 1 J 1J 1 J J 
2 2 2 2 2 t 2 I:" 2 Yi• = k p. + k a1, + j b. + . e. . + cross nroduct tenns J J 1J ~ 
. 2 ( 2 2 2 2 ) 2 2 
.4 Yi = k-l)k p. +k ~ ai +(k-1 ~ b. + ~ ~ e + cross product terms 
1~ . • i~ j J i~ j ij 
~ .. Y 2 2 2 ( ) 2 
ifhk i• = k(k-1) u +k i~h a1 +kkl 1 bj 2 + i~h ~ eij + cro~:i!~oduct 
E [17h yi•
2
] = k(k-1) µ2+k(k-1) 0. 2 +(k-1) 0. 2 +(k-1) 0. 2 
k a b e 
For the hth level of A, let ~l denote the missing value which is 
derived by Theorem I. 
Now we proceed to derive the ESS for Y • 
' h• ' 
kY • +kY '-Y ' 
= ~ (.p. + ~ + b. + 811.) + h• .1 •• j~l J J (k-1) (k-1) 
= (k-1) µ + (k-1) ah+ ~ b. + 4 e j~l J jy'=l hj 




_ [(k .-1) . )l + k i~ a1 + (k-1) ~ + k jjl b j+(.k-l)b 1 + i7h j7l eij) 
(k-1) (k-1) 
= (k-1) ~ + (k=l) a + .~ b + 4 e 
h Jfl j j~l hj 
(k~l) .~1 eh. +(k=l) .4 e11 ~ ik J.41 e1.J. + µ + ~ + b + J'F J 1#). .:f:h 'F 
l (k-1) (k-1) 
· k(k-1) r: e . +(k-1) , ~ e. = . 4 . I: - e . 
= k p + k~ + ~ b + j=l hJ 1 11 i#h jfl iJ 
J j (k-1) (k-1) 
2( )2 ~ 2 ( )2 . 2 . 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 k k-1 ·18hJ.+k-l . 2;e.l . +,2; . . _r, .ei . .. + 
y = k p. +k a. + 4 b . + J i#i J. 1:ph J./:1 J 
h• n J J 4 
(k-1) 
cross product terms 
= k2 µ2 + k2 a" 2 + k O 2 + (k-1)
3 
+ k(k-1) + 1 0 2 
a b (k-1)2 e 
r: y + y 
j ij ho 
= k(k-1) p + k ~ a. + (k-1) ~ b. + I: 4 e • . + k 11 + ka + I: b 
irh 1 J J ifh J iJ h j j 
k(k-1) I: eh + (k-1) I: e. 1 .. 4 ~ e + jfl j i#h 1 i#h j:pl ij 
(k-1) (k-1) 
cross product terms 
19 
y 2 (k-1:) 2 [ .~ e 2+ ~ e 21 +(k-2) 2 -~ · ~ e 2 
_..:.,:_ = k2n 2 + ~ a. 2+ ~ b .2 + J~l jh i h il i~h j l ij + 
k2 r i 1 . J 4 
J (k-1) 
cross product terms 
= k2µ 2 +k O 2+k 0, 2 + [1 + 1 ] 0 2 
a b . (k-1)2 e 
[ 
~ y 2+y 2 
E i1<h i~ h., Yo• 2] 2 f, 1 ] 2 
- 7 = k(k-1) oa + L(k-1) + (k-l) 00 
Since it is symmetrical, 
~ 2 2 l. 1 y · +Y l . E J •J " k 
2 . 
_ y~: J = k(k-1) 0/ + [ck-1) • + c~i> )0.2 
for the error sum oft ;squares, 
\J 
Y .. = µ + a. + b . + e .. 
1J . 1 J 1J 
2 _ 2 2 2 2 Yij - µ + ai + bj + eij +crossproduct terms 
y 
Fundamental Lemma IIi 1B 
The k X k experiment of random model with two restrictions and one 
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missing value and without correlation has four components recognized in 
the model. 
The model is, 2, ---- k 
j = 1, 2, ---- k 
2, - --- k 
a . (..---\ N(o, f ) 
1 U a 
bj l./'\ N(o, Ob) two of them are restrictions 
ch L---'"\ N(o, 0 c) 
eijh&, N(o, 0 e) 
The ESS for each is, 
ESS(A) = k(k-1) Oa 2 + [ (k-1) + {k:2) Joe 2 
ESS(B) = k(k-1) Qb 2 + [ (k-1) + (k~2) ] Oe 2 
ESS(C)=k(k-l)(Jc 2 + [(k-1)+ 1 ]°- 2 (k-2) e 
Proof: 
Also assume that the missing value occurs in 1th level of A, mth 
th level of B, and n level of C. 
For other levels of A where missing value does not occur, 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Y1. = k p. +k a . + 4 b. + I: ch + (4 ) 
•• 1 J J n Jh e 
2+ cross product tenns 
ijh 
2 2 2 2 
.41 Y. = k (k-l)p. +k it- 1 •• ~ a 2+(k-l) ~ b 2+(k-l) I: c 2+ 4 (~ )e 2 + 1#1 i j j li h iil jh ijh 
cross product tenns 
~ Y. 2 ( ) ) 
ifl 1•• = k(k-l)p2+k _4 a. 2+k-l I: b 2+ (k-1 I: c 2+ 1 ~ ~ e 2 + 
k 1fl 1 k j j k h h k ifl (jh) ijh 
cross pro~uct tenns 
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th for the 1 level of A, 
k(Y1• +Y '+Y ti)-2 Y •• ! y = I: y +x = I: (f+a +b +c +e )+ •• ,m, •• 1
•• at) ljh = ( ~t) 1 j h ljh (k-1) (k-2) 
(note JS.nm is directly derived from Theorem I) 
= (k-1) p.+(k-l)a + r; b + I; ch+ .4 e 
· 1 jfm j h'fl'l (J;lm) ljhh-/:n ' 
+ k ((k-lo)µ+(k-l)a 1+ j~ bj+ h~ en+ (Kt) "ljh] 
(k-1) (k-2) 
k f(k-1)µ+ .41 a.+(-k-l)b + I; ch+(i~l)e ] + L 11= 1 m h,t:n _ h#n imh_ 
(k-1) (k-2) 
+ k [(k-1)µ+ j~ bj+(k-l)cn+(j~)eijn] 
(k-1) (k-2) 
_ 2 [(k 2-l)µ+k i¥l ai+(k-l)a 1+k j¥m bj+(k-l)bm+k h~ ch+(k-l)cn+(i 1l j~h~eJ 
(k-1) (k-2) 
= (k-l)p+(k-l)a 1+ .~ b.+ h4 ch+ . I; e1 .h+µ+a1+b +c J;f:m J t=n (R:) J · m n 
+ (k-2)(i_ eljh+(k-2)(~~)eimh+(k-2) }t eijn-2 i~l j~ h~ eijh 
(k-1) (k-2) 
k(k-2 d e +(k-2 ~le +(k-2).· 1 e -2 . 1 . eijh =k p+ka +4 b .+E c + li 1 "h imh · · · 1 
1 J J li h (k-1) (k-2) 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 k2(k-2)2(~i.,) el .h 2+(k-2)2(t~)e· 2+(k-2)2 
Y1 =k )l +k a1 + I: b . + L C + _ ~- J _ 'f'Il_ imh 
•• j J h h (k-1)2 (k-2)2 
(j~l) e 2# .I: .~ hI; e .. h 
·f:m ijn 11=1 Jrtn .pa lJ +crossproduct 
2 2 terms (k-1) (k-2) 
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2 2 c·~ 2 2 ~ Ylo o 2 2 1 2 1 2 k (k-2) JL)el 'h +(k-2) (i 1\ e 2 
k = k )l +ka -1-'Ic 4 b . +:- E c + _ h~ J _ h ~ imh 
1 J J k h h k(k-1)2 (k-2)2 
(k-?) 2/~~l)ei. +4 4 4 E e 
+ · \j¥m Jn ifl jfm hfn ijh +crossproduct terms 
k(k-1) 2 (k- 2) 2 
[
Y1 21 2 r 2 2 2 2 
E k O J= k µ 2+kOa + ob 2+ De 2+ l k (k-2) (k-l)+(k-2) (k-l)+(k-2) (k-1) 
k(k-1)2 (k-2)2 
+4(k-l)(k-2)] 0 2 
k(k-1) 2(k-2) 2 e 
2 2 2 2 2 
= k }l +k 0. +6"' + 6", + k -2k+2 0 2 
a b c (k-l)(k-2) e 
Y ••• = i~ Yi +Y1 = .41 (k p+kai+ 4 b .+ E c + (~) e1 .h) 00 oo 1~ J J h h Jh J 
k(k-2~t)\ .h+(k-2)ti~eimh+(k-2)/i~ e1 . +k µ+ka1+ ~ b .+ ~ c + ~:!'.! J \Jl~ \j~ Jn J J h (k-1) (k-2) 
_ 
2 i~l j~ h¥A 8 ijh 
(k-1) (k-2) 
2 k(k-2fi j~)e . +ui'{,_1)e· +,~¥,J:)e J 
= kp+k ta +k ~ b .+k E c + 1\.htp lJh ·'!fn imh \Jfm ijn 
i J J h h (k-1) (k-2) 
+ k(k-J) i~l jh, h~ 8 ijh 
(k-1) (k-2) 
2 2y 4 2 ~ E 2 4 2 2 2 k (k~2) j~)e +(i 11e 2+rii1)e 2] 
Y ••• =k Jl +k ~ a 2+k 4 b .2+k2 E c 2+om l.jhh imh \JF ijn 
1 i J J h h (k-1) 2 (k-2) 
2 2 
k (k-J) ,j 1 4 ~ e + 1 j=1m h ijh +crossproduct terms 
(k-1) 2 (k-2) 
2.3 
2 
=k2112+ko 2+k~2+ko. 2+ k -3k+3 o 2 
a b c (k-1) (k-2) e 
4 y 2+Y 2 y 2_ 
ESS(A)=E f it:l iu L, 0 - • • • "\ =k(k-1) 0. 2+ \_(k-1) + l J<f 2 L k k2 J a (k-2) e 
Since it is symmetrical, 
E y 2+Y 2 y 2 
ESS(B)=E f .i1m .j. .m. - • • • l =k(k-1) o, 2 + -l(k-1) + _J_j(f 2 L k 2 j b (k-2) e 
k 
E y 2+Y 2 y 2 
ESS(C)=E f h#} • .h • .n - • oe 1 =k(k-1) (" 2+ \Sk-1) + l ;-\ () 2 L k k2 c (k-2)J e 
For error sum of squares, 
Y1. jh = p. + a. + b . + c + e . . l. J h l.Jh 
2 2 2 2 2 2 Y. "h = )l +a. +b . +ch +e. 'h + cross product terms l.J l. J l.J 
The proof is complete. 
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Fundamental Lemma III C 
The k X k experiment with three restrictions and one missing value 
and without correlation has five components recognized in the model. The 
model is, i = 1, 2, 
----
k 
yijhl = p. + a. + b. + c + d1 + e j = 1, 2, om;,-,,_,_ k 1 J h ijhl 
h = 1, 2, 
---- k 
1 = 1, 2, 
ai {/\N(o, O) 
bj V"\ N(o, Ob) 
ch {/) N(o, D c) 
~ V1 N(o, 0 d) 
three of them are restrictions 
The ESS for each is, 
ESS(A) == k(k-1) (Ja 2+ [ (k-1) + (k:J) 1Da2 
ESS(B) = k(k-1) (J b 2+ l_(k-1) + (k~J) 1°a2 
ESS(C) = k(k-1) 0 2+ [(k-1) + l ] Oo2 
C (k-J) e 
ESS(D) == k(k-1) 0 d2+ l_(k-1) + (k:J) 10:2 




th th Also assume the missing value occurs in m level of A, n level 
of B, oth level of C, and pth level of D. 
For other levels of A where missing value does not occur, 
2 2..2 2 2 ~ 2 2 2 ? . Y. = k y +k a.+ I b + L ch+ L d + (I) e ---+crossproduct terms 
1... 1 j j li 1 1 jhl ijhl 
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,4 Yi 2=(k-l)k11 2+k2 .~ a. 2+(k-l) ~ b 2+(k-l) L c 2+(k-1) L d 2 + L L e 2 + 
1'fm ••• 1'fm 1 J j li h I 1 i'/:m (jhl) ijhl 
cross product terms 
~y 2 
E \ i i. • • \ =k(k-l)p 2+k(k-1) ,<"' 2-t(k-l) cf: 2+(k-1) 0 2+(k-l)a, 2 + L k J u a b c d 
(k-1) 0. 2 
e 
for the mth level of A, 
y 
m. • • 
= (jf:n h~o 1wlmjhl+Xrnnop=(k-l)j1+(k-l)am+ j~bj+ h~och+ 1hd1+ 
k(Y' +Y' +Y '+Y ')-JY , 
(jf:n ~ iw)emjhl + m •• (k-~~·e (~~;; o••P ••o• 
(Note: ~op is derived directly from Theorem I) 
k \_(k-1))1+ 1¥,na1+ /J\+ hjoch+(k-l)dP+/J~)eijhp] -3 l_(k2-l)Jl+k i~ai+(k-l)am 
\hjo +-----------------:..--------------(k-1) (k-3) 
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k .E b.+(k-l)b +k E c +(k-l)c +k 14 d +(k-l)d +( 1.. ~ ~ ~ e 1 + Jrll J n h#o h O 'FP 1 P it'iu j#n h#o lfP) ijhlJ 
(k-1) (k-3) 
=(k-l)p+(k-l)a + ~ b .+ 4 c + 4 d + .4 e 
m j#n J h:j:o h 1:/=p 1 ( J'Fll) mjhl 
h#o 
= k p+ka + Lb . + ~c + I:d1 m j J h h 1 
l#p 
k(k-3) ~ e +(k- 3) i e. + ~ e + 4 e . . ] -3 I; I: E I: e { t~ mjhl ~*-~ inhl ( ;t) ijol }t\ 1Jhp ( i;i:m jf:n hr-o l:fp) ijhl 
+ \1 lr:p \1¥:r, h#o) 
k-1 k-3 
k2(k-J)2 ro·m~+(k-3)2 ~~)·~+ 3~·ij!1i~i::iij~;;\+9(i~ j'k,. h7o1¾"ijhl2 + 
+ l#p 1 1 \ho) J 
(k-1/ (k- 3/ 
cross product terms 
ly 
21 2 2 2 E m. • • = k ,-i2+ko 2+ O, 2+ [ 2+ 6: 2+ k (k-3) (k- 1)+3(k-l) (k-3) 
k a b C d k(k-1)2 (k-J)2 
+ 9 (k-1) (k-J) " 2 
k(k-1)2(k-3)2 U e 
Z? 
Y •••• = .~ Y. +Y = ~ (kµ+ka,+ ~b .+ I:c + ~d + ( _I: )e ) 
1:f:m 1 •• 0 m ••• i:/:m 1 J J h h 11 Jhl ijhl 
+kjl.+ka + ~b + ~c + ~d 
m j j hh 11 
k(k-3) ).; e +(k-J)[ ~ e + ~ e + ~ e ?\ -3 ~ ~ ~ ~ e 
+ . . l!Jmjhl G~inhl 0~1jol O~ijhJ i;qn j~ hfo l#p ijhl 
(k-1) (k-J) 
2 
= k p+k Za .+k Eb.+k Zc +k I:d 
i 1 j J h h 1 1 
k ( k- Ji }:; e . + t.e + I: e + I: e ] +k ( k-4) I: ~ ~ I: e. . 
( jf.n)mJhl Qi )inhl l~f)ijol G'·i;m~ ijhp i:/:m jfn h-f:o 1:/=p 1 Jhl h:to h .o. J,:n J.:f:ri 
lfl) lv:p 1 ¥, 
+ ---~---:...;~--...;;:..-----.....:..----------------
(k-1) (k-J) 
cross product terms 
2 2 2 2 2 
E "LY····]= k211 +ka, +kar +k cr2+k 0c 2+ ,k-2) 0 2 l k2 a b . c d (k-1) (k-J) e 
I: y 2+Y 2 y 2 
ESS(A)=E ( irzn i... m ••• - • • • •) = k(k-1) °-2 + [(k-1) + ( 1 ) J0-2 k 2 a k-J e 
k 
Since it is symmetrical, 
~ y 2+y 2 y 2 
ESS(B)=E( jfn .j.. .n •• - ••••)= k(k-1) 0:...2 + '(k-1) + l \,.<2 
k k2 b L (k-J) JVe 
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~ y 2+y 2 
ESS(C)=E ( h,'ro O -~· e oO.. -
y 2) 
•••• = k(k-1) o,2+ \_(k-1) + 1 10 2 
k2 C (k-J) e 
~ y 2+y 2 
ESS(D)=E ( l!fP u ~l o ooP _ 
2 
y ) 2 2 
• • • • = k(k-1) er + , (k-1) + 1 ~ a 
2 d L (k-J) J e 
k 
for the error sum of squares 
2 2 2 2 
Yijhl =µ+a. + b +ch+ d + e 
1 j 1 ijhl 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 Y. 'hl =µ+a. + b. + c + d + e +crossproduct tenns 
1J 1 J h 1 ijhl 
E r l: l: l: l: y 21 = (k2-1>µ2 +(k2-1> o z+<k2-1>ob z+<k 2-1> o.:2+ 
L(i'FUl jf:n h+o l+P) ijhl a _ c 
(k 2-1) Oct 2+(k 2-l)O 2 
e 
r (k 2-1> + 4k-3 Jo 2 l (k-1) (k-J) e 
2 r; y +Y 2 r; y 2+Y 2 
ESS(ERROR)=E \ l: 1: ~ I; Y 2+x 2 _/}#=m io.. m ••• )- ( j=fn .j.. .nu)-
L(i'f!ll j,=n h~o ltp) ijhl mnop \ k k 
( 
r; y 2+Y 2 r; y 2+Y 2 2 hj,o ··:· .. o}(ll:E .. ~l ... p)+J Y~z··) 
== [<k-1) (k-J>-11 oe 2 
The proof is complete. 
The above completes the proof of three lemmas. In order to generalize 
for restrictions, the following theorem is developed. 
Theorem II 
The k X k experiment of random model with r restrictions and one 
missing value and without correlation has (r+2) components recognized in 
the model. 
The model is, 
Yb d = µ + t + r 1b+ r + ---- + r + e a c ----s a 2c rs abc- - --s 
a = 1, 2, 








s = 1, 2, ---- k 





N(o,~ J these are r restrictions • r 0 rs rr 
e (/'1N(o, O ) 
abc----s e 
Proof: 
The ESS for each is, 
ESS(T) = k(k - 1) Ot 2+ t_(k-1) + l 1 0 2 (k-r) e 
ESS(R1 ) = k(k-1) 0. . 
2
+ r (k-1) + ( l ) "\ 0 2 
r1 L k-r J e i = 1, 2, ---- r 
In order not to lose generality, a~sume the missing value occurs in 
t th level of T, first level of~, second level of R
2
, etc. 
For other levels of T where missing value does not occur, 
Y = k µ + kt + I: r + I: r + ---- + I: r + I: e 
aA a b lb c 2c s rs (b----s) abc----s 
( A is defined as sum over all other subscriptso Ex. Y =Y ) 
aoe• aA. 2 
E [a~ ya A ] = k(k-1) µ 2+k(k-1) (f 2+(k-1) o':_ 2 +(k-1)0-: 2+ ---- +(k-1) O 2+ 
k t rl r2 rr 
(k~l) oe 2 (1 =s t ~ k) 
Y = E Y +X =k;.1~kt + I:r + I:r +----+ I:r 




k(k ... r) _ I; e +(k-r) [ I; e +----+ 
· · · ( b:F,l)· thc-- ·-s af-t al--s 
+ s!fr sir 
I; e J -r ~ . • • • I; e 
ait abc--r a:f::t ••• sf-r abc--s 
b¢1 
(k-1) (k ... r) 
ly 
2} 2 2 2 E ~ _ 1n,2+k ,r 2+-< 2+ ,r 2+----+ ,< 2+ k (k-1) (k- r) +r(k-l)(k-r) 
·~r Vt Url Ur2 Urr 
k k(k-1) 2 (k-r) 2 
2 
+ r (k-l)(k-r) ,<' 2 
2 2 U e 
k(k-1) (k-r) 
.;;. 
YA m I: Y +Y :::k
2
p.+k E t +k E r +k E r +----+k L r 
a-,t aA tA a a b lb c 2c s rs 
k(k-r) I: etb ~ e 1 +----~ e b +k(k-r-1) z ••• E e b + c--s a c--s a c--r a c--s 
(k-1) (k-r) 
( y21 2 ' E -=¥-= k2p_2+k <f:2+kcf: 2+k £ 2+----+k 0:. 2+ k -k-kr+r+l O 2 k t rl r2 rr (k-l) (k-r) e 
[~y ~ 2 y2) . ESS(T)=E a t aA tb - -A.. = k(k-1) cf:. 2+ f(k-1) + l ] Q 2 k k2 t L (k-r) e 
Similarly, 
ESS(R.) = k(k-1) a._ 2+ \ (k-1) + l ) 6: 2 
i ri L (k-r) e (i = 1, 2, ---- r) 
For the error sum of squares, 
Yb = p +t + r 1b+ r +----+ r + e a c--s a 2c rs abc--s 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Y =p + t + r 1b + r +----+ r + e +crossproduct terms abc--s a 2c rs abc--s 
E(Y 2 ) = u 2 + 2+ f 2+ 2 
abc--s r t i=l ri e 
about the missing value, 
2 r 2 (k )2( 2 E(X 1 ) = Jl + Ot 2 + . I: 0. . + -r r+l) (k-l)+r (k-1) (k-r) (f 2 
tl2--r i=l ri 2 2 e (k-1) (k-r) 
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E [ I: I: Y 2 +x ,=k2p2 +kY+ 2+k 2 .f 0.: ~ t-f)(r+l)-r + (k2-1)] 0: 2 (_!t) abc--s t12J--rJ t 1=1 ri L<k-i) (k-r) e 
;. y 2) ~ y 2 y 2 
ESS(ERROR)=E [ ~ ••• ~ Y +X -( a 1 A _ •••• _ s SA +r Ll ) 
( ::) abc--s tl23--r k k 7 
= l<k-1) (k-r)-1] Oe 2 
Hence, the proof is complete. 
When the background correlation is taken into consideration, the model 
remains the same. However, the error structure is modified by the addition 
of covariance terms. 
Fundamental Lemma rJ A 
The k X k experiment of random model with one restriction and 
correlation but without missing value has three components recognized 
in the model. The model is, 
{
i. = 1, 2, ---- k 
Y .. =u+a +b +e 
J.J ' i J0 iJ' J = 1, 2, ---- k 
ai Vi N(o, O )} 
either one is a restriction 
bj (/i N(o, ob) 
eij V'I N(o, 0 e) 
ESS(A) = k(k-1)/\ 2-k(k-l)C +(k-1)0 2+(k-1) 2c b -(k-l)C 'b-(k-1) 2c Va a e a' a a'b' 
ESS(B) = k(k-l)Ob 2-k(k-l)Cb+(k-l)Da 2-(k-l)Cab'+(k-1) 2ca'b-(k-1) 2ca'b' 
ESS(ERROR)= (k-1/ ('.f 2 -(k-1/c b,-(k-1) 2c 'b+(k-1) 2c 
e a a a'b' 
Proof: 
The derivation requires the use of Lemma I and II. 
Y. = k p + ka. + ~ b. + ~ e 
i. J. j J j ij 
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2 22 2 2 . 2 2 Y. = k n +k a
1 
+ L. b . + .;:; ., b b + l.: e + l.: e e + cross product 
i. r J J J~J j j' j ij j~j' ij ij' terms 
cross product terms 
r: y 2 2 
E f i 1 ~ 1 = k }/+k 2 0 2+k O,_ 2+k(k-l)Cb+k <J: 2+k(k-l)C b' L k a b e a 
Y.. c k2n+k L a + k L b + I: l.: e 
r i i j j i j ij 
+ l.: L e e + l.: .I;., e .. e., .,+ cross product terms 
i#' j ij i•j i#' J*J 1J 1 J 
2 El!,.=-=-... l k 2u 2+k,-r 2+k(k -l) C +k0, 2+k(k-l)C +tr 2+(k-l)C b,+(k-l)C 'b k2 J r Va a b b Ve a a 
+ (k-1) (k-l)C 
a'b' 
r: y 2 
ESS(A)=E [ ·i i~ - Y •• 21 =k(k-l)Oa 2-k(k-l)C +(k-1) o::Z+(k-1) (k-l)C b' k 2 a e a k 
- (k-l)Ca'b - (k-1) 2ca'b' 
Similarly, 
[
r;y 2 2 
ESS(B)=E j .j - Y,,. J=k(k-l)Ob 2-k(k-l)Cb+(k-1)6-: 2-(k-l)C + 
k ~ e ab' 
k 
For the error sum of squares, 
Y. . = µ + a . + bj + e 1J 1 ij 
2 2 2 2 2 Y. . = p.. + a + b + e + cross product terms 
1J i j ij 
The proof is complete. 
Fundamental Lemma rJ B 
The k X k experiment of random model with two restrictions and 
correlation but without missing value has four components recognized 
in the model. The model is, i = 1, 2, 
Y. 'h J.J = p. + a . + b . + c + e . 'h J. J h 1J j = 1, 2, 
h :-: 1, 2, 
a1 (/'\ N(o, OJ 
v. N(o, 0 b) 
ch vi N(o, {) c) 
eijh (/) N(o, 0 e) 
two of them are restrictions 





ESS(A)=k(k-1) 0, 2-k(k-l)C +(k-1) I('"' 2+(k-l/C -(k-l)C 'b ,-(k-1) 
a a U e ab' c' a c 
C - 1(k-l) (k-2)C 'b' , a'b'c: · . a c 
,,t 
f\2 /42 2 ESS(~)=k(k-1) ub -k(k-l)Cb+(k-1) Ve -(k-l)Cab'c'+(k-1) Ca'bc,-(k-1) 
C 'b' -(k-1) (k-2)C 'b' , a c a c 
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ESS(ERROR)=(k-1) (k-2)0 2-(k-l)(k-2)C b' ,-(k-l)(k-2)C 'b ,-(k-l)(k-2) 
e a c a c 
C +2(k-l)(k-2)C A'h 1 n ~ •~1 ~ 1 
J4 
Proof: 
Again the derivation requires the use of Lemma I and II. 
Yi = k p. + ka +Eb + E c + E e 
oe i j j h h (jh) ijh 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 Yi = k µ + k ai + I: b + I; b b + I: c + E c c + I: e + L e 
<><> j j j#=j' j j' h h h#h h h' (jh) ijh (j*j')ijh 
h#h' 
eij'h' +crossproduct terms 
2 J 2 2 2 2 2 . E Y = k µ +k ~ a +k Eb +k E b b +k Eh ch +k L cc + I:
1 
E 
i i.. 1 i j j jfj' j j' h#h' h h• (jh) 
e 
2
+ E E e e +crossproduct terms 
ijh i(j':fj') ijh ij'h' 
h#h' 
Ye o • = k2,i+k ~ a +k E b +k 1 c + E E e 
1 i j j h h i (jh) ijh 
+ t E e 2+ E E e e + E ~ e e + E E e 
(jh) ijh i/_J/:j') ijh ij'h' j/~ti') ijh i'jh i h(iii') ijh 
\h#h' \h#h' \.j#j• 
E y 2 y 2 
ESS(A)=E(i ~oe - 0 ... )= k(k-1)0a 2 -k(k-l)C +(k-1)0.: 2+(k-1) 2c b', 
\ k2 a e a c 
Similarly, 
· 1:Y 2 y 2 
( . . ) 2 ESS(B)=E J •J• - OQO =k(k-l)(fb -k(k-l)Cb+(k-l)o, 2-(k-l)C k ~ e ab'c' 
2 
+(k-1) C 'b ,-(k-l)C -(k-l)(k-2)Ca'b'c' 
a c a'b'c 
~ y 2 y 2 
ESS(C)=E( h • .h - _:..:.:.) =k(k-1) f 2-k(k-l)C +(k-1) Q. 2-(k-l)C k k2 Uc c e ab'c' 
For the error sum of squares, 
Y. .h = p.. + a . + b . + c + e .. h 1J 1 J h 1J 
2 2 2 2 2 2 Y .. h = )l + a + b + c + e +crossproduct terms 
1J i j h ijh 
E (t ()1) yijh2) = k2)12+k20a_2+k2~2+k20c2+k20e2 
1:Y 2 ~y 2 I;y 2 y 2. 
ESS(ERROR)=E Ir;. I: y 2 _ i i ... _ j .j,£, _ h .,.,h + ...:.!.!.} \l (jh) ij h k k k k2 
The proof is complete. 
Fundamental Lemma rl C 
The k X k experiment of random model with three restrictions and 
cor;elation but without missing value has five components recognized 
in the model . The model is, - i = 1, 2, 
----
k 
yijhl = J1 + ai +b j +ch+~+ 8 ijhl j C 1, 2, 
---- k 
h = 1, 2, 
---- k 




a1 v1 N(o, 6"") 
bj L/) N(o, Ob) 
ch V1 N(o, <f' c) 
<½_ 1/1 N(o, 0 d) 
e . "hl V'1 N(o, (J e) 1J 
three of them are restrictions 
The ESS for each is, 
ESS(A)=k(k-1) 0. 2-k(k-l)C +(k-l) 11""e2+(k-1) 2c b' 'd'-(k-1) [c 
a a v, a c a'bc'd' 
+c +c \ -(k-l)(k-3)C 
a'b'cd' a'b'c'dj a'b'c'd' 
ESS(B)i=~k-1) a,b 2-k(k-l)Cb+(k-l)O, 2+(k-1) 2c d -(k-1) [C 
·~. e a 1bc 1 ' ab 1 c 1 d 1 
Proof: 
Again the derivation requires the use of Lemmas I and II. 
Y. =k µ + ka. +Lb + I c + L d_ + ( L) e i... 1 j j h h 1 1 jhl ijhl 
Yi 
2
=k2µ 2+k2a. 2+ Lb 2+ 4 b b + L c 2+ 4 c ch,+ L d 2+ L d d._
1
+ 
••• 1 j j j*j' j j 1 h h h1h' h 1 1 l=h_• 1 l 
( L ) e 
2




k 4 d d + E E e 2 
lil' 1 l' i (jhl) ijhl 
+ E 4 e . 'hle . . h 1 + cross product tenns iljjj 'l J.J J.J' ' ' h=F,h' 
1#1' 
~ y 2 
E ( 1 i. • •) =k 2µ2+k 2 A' 2+k f 2+k(k-l)C +k .<" 2+k(k-l)C +k ~ 2+k(k-l) k Ua Vb b Uc C Ud 
Cd+k D 2+k(k-l)C b' 'd' 
e a c 
Y •••• =k2µ+k Ea +k Eb +k E c +k Ed+ E (J'hE)ei.J'hl i i j j h h 1 1 i 
2 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 Y •••• =k p. +k E a . +k E a a +k E b +k E b b +k E c +k E 
i J. i:pi' ii' j j jfj' j j 9 h h h#h' 
2 2 2 
chch 1+k E d1 +k E d d 1 1#11 1 l' 
+ ~ E e 2+ E E e e + E E e e 
J. (jhl) ijhl i(j#,j~ ijhl ij'h'l' j(i:l.i') ijhl i• jh'l' 
h~h' hfh' 
1#1' 111• 
E e e 
~





+ E E e e +EE e e +crossproduct terms 




E''····rk 2)i2+k cJ:2+k(k-l)C +k ~ 2+k(k-l)C +kcf: 2+k(k-l)C +k(f:2+ 





E y 2 y 2 
ESS(A)=E ( i i ••• - •• ••)=k(k-1) 6, 2-k(k-l)C +(k-1) c5':2+(k-1) 2c b' 'd' \ k k2 . . a a e a c 
-(k-l) (_ca'bc'd'+Ca:b 1 cd 1+Ca'b'c'd1 -(k-l)(k-J)Ca'b'c'd' 
Similarly, 
-(k-l) [cab'c'd'+Ca'b'cd'+ca'b'c'd] -(k-l)(k-J)Ca'b'c'd' 
EY 2 y 2 
ESS(C)=E I h • • h. - •• ··)=k(k-1)0 2-k(k-l)C +(k-1)0 2+(k-1) 2c ~ 2 c c e a'b'cd' k k 
-(k-1) TC +c +C )-(k - 1) (k-J)C L ab'c'd' a'bc'd' a'b'c'd a'b'c'd' 
E y 2 y 2 
ESS(D)=E' 1 ... l - •••• kk(k-1) (), 2-k(k-l)C +(k-1) c(?+(k-1) 2c \: k kL } d d e a'b'c'd 
-(k-1) re +c +c [\ -(k-l)(k-J)C L ab'c'd' a'bc'd' a'b'cdu a'b'c'd' 
For the error sum of squares, 
yijhl = J1 + ai + b j + ch + dl + e ijhl 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 YiJ'hl =~+a . +b + c + d +e. 'hl +crossproduct terms 
1 j h 1 1J 
(k-l)(k-J)Ca'b'c'd' 
The above completes the proof of three lemmas. In order to generalize 
tor restrictions, the following theorem is developed. 
Theorem III 
The k X k experiment of random model with r restrictions and 
correlation but without missing value has (r+2) components recognized 
in the model. The model is, 
Yt b = ~ + tt + r + r + ---- + r + e 
a c--r la 2b rr tab--r 
t = 1, 2, ---- k 




r = 1, 2, ---- k 
tt V'l N(o, Q\) 
rla Vl N(o, Orl) 





r rr Vl N( o, Orr) 
etab--r (./) N( o, 0 e) 
these are r restrictions 
Then, the ESS for each is, 
ESS(T)=k(k-1) ~ 2-k(k-l)Ct+(k - 1) 0:2+(k-1) 2cn(j)-(k-1\~ Cn(i)-(k-l) 
' 
(k-r)Ct, 'b' , a --r 
{
J = 1, 2, ---- r 
j = a, b, c, ---- r 
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ES,S(RJ) = k(k-1) Or,j 2-k(k-l)Crj+(k-l) 0a 2+(k-1)2cn(j)-(k-1\~/n(i)-(k-1) 
(k,-r )Ct' a 'b' --r' 
ES,'S(ERROR)==(k,...l) (k-r) 0. 2-(k-l) (k-r) I: C (. )+r(k-1) (k-r )Ct' 
\ e i TT J. a'b'--r' 
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Proof: 
Again the proof of this Theorem requires the use of Lemmas I and II. 
Let A denote as the sum of all rest subscripts. For example, 
Y could be written as YaA 
a.• 
Y could be written as YA 
••• 
Also defines n(t) as an operator which assigns primes to all 
subscripts except those appearing in the parenthesis. In example, 
Cb' , could be written as C ( )" a c n a 
YtA = k µ + ktt + E r 1 + E r + ---- + E r + ( E ~ e a a b 2b r rr ab--1)tab--r 
2 
E y ) E( t ktl:J. = k2µ 2+k2{(t 2+k J 0rj2+k(k-1\~ c1+k(fe 2+k(k-l)Cn(t) 
{
~ = 1, 2, 
i = t, a, b, ---- r 
---- r 
y ~ = k 2p . + k E t +k I.: r +k E r / + ---- +k E r + I: ( E ) etab t t a la b 2b r rr t ab-rr --r 
2 E(+) = k2µ2+k ~ 0 .2+k at 2+k(k-1) ~ c. + a2+(k-1) E c <. >+<k-1) k J rJ i i e i n i 
(k-r) Ct'a'b'--r' 
E y 2 y 2 
ESS(T)=E ft t4 - A]= k(k-1)<'.f: 2-k(k-l)C +(k-1) Q° 2+(k-1) 2c -(k-1) L k k2 t t e 1!-( t) 
I; C (. )-(k-l)(k-r )C -i#t n i ta'b'c'--r' 
The proof for ESS(R.) (j = 1, 2, 
J 
r) are same, thus will be 
omitted. 
E y 2 y 2 
ESS(ERROR)=E [ E e• E Y 2 - t tA ---- + r b 1 =(k-l)(k-r)o 2_ 
tabc--r k k2 e 
(k-l)(k-r) ~ C ( · )+r(k-l)(k-r)Ct, 'b' v 
i n i a --r 
Hence, the proof is complete. 
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When dealing a case with both correlation and a missing value, the 
error structure becomes even more complicatedo This can be seen from 
the followinge 
Fundamental Lemma VA 
The k X k experiment of random model with one restr~ction and 
both a missing value and correlation has three components recognized in 
the model e The model is, 
YiJ . = µ + a. + b + e 
1 j ij 
a. Vl N(o, <fa)} 
1 either one is a restriction 
bj V) N(o, 0 b) 
eij {/J N(o, 0 e) 
The ESS for each is, 
ESS(A)=k(k-l )Oa 2-k(k -l )Ca+ L(k-1) + (k=l) ]<fe 2+ l(k-1) 2 - (k:l) j Gabi 
= Ll+(k-l)(k-1)] c + l-(k-l)(k ~l )2 ca'b' 
(k-1) a'b (k-1 ) 
Ess(B)=k(k-1)0 2-k(k-i)c + r (k-1) + 1 )0: 2_ u+(k- 1) Ck-1 2J 
b b ~ (k-1) e (k-1) 
+ \_(k-1)2 - 1 -1· C + l-(k-l)(k-1)2 C 
(k-1) a'b (k-l) a'b! 
ESS(ERROR)= l<k-l)(k-1)-1) ~ 2- ~k-l)(k -1)-lj Lcab'+caib1 + ~k - 1) 
Proof: 
Again in orde r not to lose the generality, assume the missing value 
occurs in hth level of A and 1th level of Bo 
For other levels of A where missing value does not occur, 
e .. e .. , + cross product terms 
J.J J.J 
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1 (i~h Y 1~ 
2
) = k(k-1) )12+k(k-l) o, 2+(k-l) a,b 2+(k-1) 2cb+(k-1) o. 2+(k-1) 2c 
a e ab' k 
For the hth level of A, 
Y = 4 Y +x 
h. jr1 hj ht (see Theorem I) 
k(k-l) ~ e +(k-1) ~ e - ~ ~ e 
= k)l+ka +~ b + j1"1 hj i/h il i=,h J=,l ij 
h J j (k-1) (k-1) 
yh 2 = k2 P.2 + k2 a 2 + ~ b _2 + ~ b b 
e h j J j=fj' j j' 
e e ] +(k-1) 2l ~ e 2 + ~ 
hj hj' i#h i1 I¥~· 
(k-1) 4 
~ ~ e 2+ ~ ~ e e + ~ ~ e e + 4 ~ e e +2k(k-1)2z e 
ifh j,pl ij - i:/:h j#,1 ij ij w i ih j:fol ij i' j ij,h j#l ij i' j' j:/:1 hj 
+. j~j' iff• i~' jfj' 
~ e -2k(k-1) 4 eh .. ~h ~ e .. -2(k-l) ~ e ~ ~ e +crossproduct terms 
i1h il j~l J 11 jfl J.J i#h il ifh j*l ij 
(k-1)2 (k-1) 2 
Y 2 2 2 2 
E ( +) = k µ + k ()a +~ +(k-1) Cb 
2 2r 2 2r 2 
+ k (k-1) _ l(k-1) De +(k-1) (k-2)Cab') +(k-1) L (k-1) (le +(k-1) (k-2) 
k(k-1) 2 (k-1) 2 
Ca 'b) +(k- ·l){k- ·1-)· Oe 2+(k-l) (k-l)(k-2)Cab'+(k-l) (k-l)"(k-2)Ca'b-t{k-1) 2 
k(k-1) 2 (k-1) 2 
( k-2/c a·, b·, +2k(k-T) 2 (k-1}2c a, b, :..2k( k-1) ( ( k-1) ( k-1) Ca 'b +( k-1) ( k-1) ( k-2) 
k(k-1) 2 (k-1) 2 
C a'b'l -2(k-l) L (k-l)(k-l)Cab' +(k-l)(k-l)(k-2)C a'b' j 
k(k-1) 2 (k-1) 2 
= k )l 2 + k o,_ 2 +(), 2 + (k-l)C + k(k-1)+1 0. 2 
a b b (k -l)(k-1) e 
+ k(k-l)(k-2)-1 c k C + k C 
(k-1) (k-1) ab' (k-1) (k-1) a'b (k-1) (k-1) aib' 
~ y 2+Y 2 3 
E (i:;f=h i., h. ) =k2)12+k2 0: 2+k £f:2+k(k-l)C + (k-1) +k(k-1)+1 (I', 2 
k a b b (k-1) (k-1) e 
4 .. . . 
+ (k-1) +k(k-l)(k-2)-1 C , ___ k __ _ 
(k-1) (k-1) ab (k-1) (k-1) 
C + k 
a 'b (k-1) (k-1) 
Y •• =.Lh Y. +Y = k(k-1) Jl +k I; a . +(k-1) Lb.+ I; Le +k p +kah + I: b 
i= 1o h. i-:/=h 1 j J i:;f=h j ij j j 
k(k-1 ) S e +(k-1) E e · - - L 2:; e 
+ . jfl hj ifh il ifh j:f=l ij 
(k-1) (k-1) 
k(k-1) E e +k(k-1)? e +k(k-2) .~ .4 e 
= k2u2 + k La + k z b + jtl. hj ifh il 1:;f=h J:f=l ij 
' i i j j (k-1) (k-1) 
2 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 Y. e = k µ + k I: a +k l; a.a . , + k ~ b . + k .~ bjb ., 
i i i;f=i 1 1 1 J J J-:/= j t J 
k 2(k-l) 2 L I; eh 2+ ~ e eh . '] +k2(k-l) l I: eil 2+ ~ e e, 'lj j/1 j ji.l ~j J i#h i~h il 1 
+ jfj' ifi' 
(k-1) 2 (k-1/ 
+k
2 (k-2/ ~~ ~ e . 2+ ~ L e e + I: I; e e + I: 4 e e J+----i:;f=h jjl ij i-:f=h j#,l ij ij' i1,h j:f=l ij i'j iih ~~~ ij i'j' . jfj I ifi t iFi t J'f'J I 
(k-1) 2 (k-1) 2 
+crossproduct terms 
y 2 
E l~) =k 2 }12 + k {f: 2 + k(k-l)C +k Cf:: 2 + k(k-l)C 
k2 a a b b 
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k2(k-1) 2 [(k-1) r 2+(k-1) (k-2)Cab') +k2(k ... 1) 2 ((k-1) 2+'k-l) (k-2)C 1 + U e , o a'b 
k2(k-1) 2 (k-1) 2 
k\k-2) -2 [(k-1)2 [,: 2+(k-1) 2(k-2)C b +(k-1) 2(k-2)C 'b+(k-1) 2(k-2) 2 + . e a ' a 
k2 (k-1) 2 (k-1) 2 
Ca'b'J +2k 2(k-1) 2(k-1) 2Ca' b'+2k 2(k-l)(k -2) \_(k-1) 2ca'b+(k-1) 2(k-2)Ca'b'] 
k2(k-l/ (k-1) 2 
+ ·:s,2(k-l) (k-2) [ (k-1) 2cab'+(k-1) 2(k-2)C a 'b'J 





+k f?+k(k-l)C +k(f 2+k(k-l)C +fl+ ( ~( ) J O,e2 
a a b b L k-1 k-1 
~ . y 2+Y 2 y 2] 
ESS(A)=E lifh i. h. - ....:..::._ =k(k-l)(J 2-k(k-l)C + [ (k-1) + l ] 0 2 
k 2 a a (k-1) e 
k 
+ l,(k-1) 2 _ 1 ) c _ l1+(k-l)(k-lD c , + 1-(k-l)(k-1) 2 
(k-1) ab' (k-1) a b (k-1) 
Similarly, 2 2 
t.41 y . 2+y y 1 L 1 ) ESS(B )=E J=f- •J .l -~ =k(k-1) 0, 2-k(k-l)C + (k-1) + ---- (J 2 k k2 b b (k-1) e 
C1+Ck-1)~k-1)J c + r(k-i) 2 _ 1 1 c + 1-<k-1Hk-1L 2 c 
\ (k-1 a'b ~ (k-1) ab' (k-l) a'b' 
For the error sum of squares, 
Y . . = µ + a
1
. + b . + e .. 
1J J 1J 
2 2 2 2 2 Y, . = µ + a. + b . + e . + cross product terms 
1J 1 J ij 
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For the missing value, 
kYh '+kY 1
1
-Yo? (k-1) '¥le .+(k-1). 1, e -.~h .~1 e.j ¾_ ::: • e = µ + a + b + J hJ =LA il 1 J 1 
l (k-1) (k-1) h l (k -1) (k -1 ) 
2r 2 2, 
2 2 2 2 (k-1) L (k-1) (Je +(k-1) (k-2)Cab') +(k-1) L (k-1) E(\J_ ) = µ + 0 + ~ + 4 
a (k-1) 
./'2 "'\ 2 2 2 2 2 u e +(k-l)(k-2)Ca•bl +(k-1) Oe +(k-1) (k-2)Ca'b+(k-1) (k-2)Cab'+(k-1) 
(k-1) 4 
(k-2) 2ca 'b,-2(k=l) L (k-1) 2ca 'b +(k-1) 2(k-2)Ca 'b'1 
(k-1) 4 
-2(k-1) ( (k-1)2cabi+(k-1)2(k-2)Ca •b') +2(k-1) 4ca 'b' 
(k-1) 4 
+ (k-l)(k-2)-k C 
(k-l)(k-1) a'b 
2 (k -4k+2) 
(k-1) (k-1) 
+ (k-1) 2(k-2)-k C + (k-l)(k-2)-k C (k 2 .4k+2) 
(k-1) (k-1) ab' (k-l)(k-1) a'b - (k-l)(k-1) 
( 
.E y 2+Y 2) E y 2+y 2 
E ( ~ .~ y . 2 +x_ 2 _ 1.th i, h, - (- jjl , ; .1 ) + (ith Jtl) iJ -111 k k 
(5 a 2 _ l_(k-l)(k-1)-1] ce.b' 
... L(k-l)(k-1)-1] ca'b + ~k-l)(k-1)-1 j ca'b' 
The proof is completee 
C 
a'b' 
• • = l_(k-1) (k-1)-1 y 2) 
k2 
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Fundamental Lennna VB 
The k X k experiment of random model with two restrictions and 
both a missing value and correlation has four components recognized in 
the model. fha model is, 2, ---- k 
2, k 
2, k 
ai V\ N(o, 0) 
bj V'I N(o, Ob) 
V\ N(o, 0 c) 
N(o, 0 e) 
two of them are restrictions 
The ESS for each is, 
ESS(A)ok(k-1) Oa 
2
-k(k-l)ea+ r (k-1) + (k=2)) oe 2+ [(k-1) 2 - (k:2)) cab'c' 
[ l+(k-1) (k-2)) r C +e \ + (k-2)2(k-1)-2 c 
(k-2) L a'b'c a'bc'J (k- 2) a'b'c' 
ESS(B)=k(k-1)0:b 2-k(k-l)eb+ f(k-1) + 1 1 c°
0
2 + r(k-1) 2 _ ( l ) 1 C _ 
L (k-2) l: k-2 J a'bc' 
[1+(k-l)(k-2)] le +C ) + (k-2)2(k-l)-2 e 
(k- 2) ab'c' a'b'c (k- 2) a'b'c' 
ESS( C )i::k(k-1) t(' 2-k(k-l)e + f (k-1) + ( l 10 2+ f(k-1/ - ( l ] e 
Uc c L k-2) e ~ k-2) a'b'c 
LJ.,±(k-1) (k-21] re +e J + (k-2) 2(k-l)-2 e 
(k-2) L ab'c~ a'bc' . (k- 2) a'b'c' 




Again the derivation requires the use of Fundamental Lemmas I and II$ 
Al so assume the missing value occurs in 1th level of A, mth level of B, 
th 
and n level of C& 
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For other levels of A where missing value does not occur, 
Yi = k u + ka . + Z b + 1 c + (4h)e .. h 
•• I 1 j j h h J 1J 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 . 2 
Y = k f +k a + Z b + ~ b b + ~c + L cc + Z e + ~ 
iu i j j jij:j' j j' h h h#ht h h' (jh) ijh ( j7:j') 
h~h' 
e. "h e. ·wh, + cross product terms l.J 1J 
i 4l Y. 
2 
= (k-l)k 2)12+k 2 1E1 a.
2
+(k-1) ~ b .2+(k-l) .E. b.b. +(k-1) L c 2 + ~ 1.. 1 1 J J J~J' J Ji h h 
(k-1) 4 cc + ~ (Z) e 2+ Z 1 e e +crossproduct terms hfh' h h' iif:l jh ijh i#l(j~j') ijh ij'h' 
h~h ' 
E (i¥l Yi.• 
2
). = k(k-1)}1 2+k(k-l) (l 2+(k-1) ()ib 2+(k-1/c +(k-1) (f 2+ k a b C 
2 2 2 (k-1) C +(k-1) 0 +(k-1) C b' , 
c e a c 
th for the 1 level of A, 
yl •• =(~~ rljh+xlmn 
kY '+kY ' ' ' +kY -2Y 
=(k-l)µ+(k-l)a + E b.+ ~ C + ~ e + lee em. eon ··~ 
1 j1'm J hif:n h (~t) ljh (k-l)(k-2) 
=(k-l)p+(k-l)a 1+jji., bj+h~ ch +~t)•ljh 
k r (k-l)µ+(k-l)a + .4 b .+hE C + -~ e . 1 +k l(k-1)µ+ .~ a . +(k-l)b +hE ch+ 
+ L: 1 J~ J tn h (~b) lJh 11 1 1 m ~ 
(k-1) (k-2) 
k t (k-l)y.+ E1 a.+.~ b .+(k-l)ch+( ~ e .. 1-2 r (k 2 -l)µ+k ~ a +(k-l)a +k r.; L i~ 1 J:t-m J i~1)1Jn L 111 i 1 j:t,m 
+ jm 
(k-1) (k-2) 




= (k-l)µ+(k-l)al+ji;.. bj +h~ ch+(~~ljh+µ+al+bm,f<lh+ (k-l)(k-2) 
~~+(k-2)(3~) eijn -21~ j~ h~eijh 
(k-1) (k-2 ) 
k(k-2)4l1-m)eljh+(k-2) l~~l)imh+(k-2) (3~)ijn -2i~l j~ h~eijh 
=k)).+ka + L, b + I: C + dfP f? -
1 j j h h (k-1) (k-2) 
2 2 2 2 2 v 2 ~ ,·, 2 ~ Y c k )l +k a + ~ b + b b + ..., C + C C loo i j j j j' j j' h h h h' h hi 
2 2 2 2 2 
k (k-2) U( .4 e1J.h + ·±.1. ., e . e1 . 'h' +(k-2) ~(i~ eimh + . ..1L'. .L :. )e~ , e. 'mh']+(k-2) J,=m Jrmr.1 lJh J ~ 1'f.lr.J. .... r t1 1 , 
+ h-/:n h-/:n h• hru hfnf:h 
l I: . e, . 2+ ..lr, .1. e .. e . , . , i*.l) 1Jn ir,l~i' 1Jn 1 J n j¥t,i j:;irif j ' 
(k-1>2 (k-2) 2 
iiYw· j~ biiitb• 0 iihei'jh'+ii#i· ji!i#j' b~eiihei 'j'h+1+t+1· tifilii' h#t#h'eijh 
(k-1) 2(k-2) 2 
ei, j, h '1 -'+k( k-2 ~¥;,, "ljh i¥1 j¥,n h¥,, e ijh -'+(k-2 ~~le imh i~l j¥m h~ e ijh -'+(k-2\1) 
(k-1) 2(k-2) 2 
e . . .4 ,4 4 e +2k(k-2) ~ e ~ e +2k(k-2) L, e ~ e +2 -2) 2 2 ~· 2 
1Jn 11'1 Jfm h~ ijh Llt)1jhl~~)imh l~t/jh G~ )ljn 
l~~)eimh ~}~}8 ljn 
(k-1) 2(k-2) 2 
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k2(k-2:/ · [(k -1) o:/+(k-l ·)(k-2)Cab'c'J +(k-2) 2 t_(k-1 ) 0e2+(k-l)(k-2) 
+ 
k(k-1/ (k-2) 2 
C 'b' · ·/\ +{k-2) 2 '(k-1) " 2+(k- ·1) (k-2)C "\ +4 i (k.,l)-(k-2)(f 2+(k-1) (k-2) 
a c J ~ Ue awb•cJ L e 
k(k ~1) 2 (k-2) 2 
(k-J)'Gab' 9,+-(k-1) (k-2) (k-J)Ca ' bc' +(k-1) (k-2) (k-J)C a eb, 9+(k-1) (k-2) (k
2
-6k+10) 
k(k -1) 2 (k-2) 2 
-4k(k-'2) l_ (k-l) ·(k-2)Ca -'bc ,+(k-l)(k-2)C a 'b' c +(k-l)(k-2) (k-J)Ca 'b, c' 1 
k(k-1) 2 (k-2,2 
-4(k-2) f (k-1) (k-2)C b' ,+(k-1) (k-2)C +(k-1) (k-2) (k-J)C •b• , ""\ L: a c a'b'c a c J 
k(k-1) 2 (k-2/ 
-4(k-2) L(k- ·l)-(k -2 )·ca.'bc'+(k-l) (k-2)Cab, c,+(k-1) (k-2) (k-J)C a'b' c• 1 
. 2 2 k(k-1) (k-2) 
+2k(k-2/ l ·(k-l)C 'b' +(k-1) (k-2)C ' b' ,1 +2k(k-2) 2 r (k-1.)C +(k-1) (k-2) L a c a c L a'bc' 
k(k-1/ (k-2) 2 
Ca 'b' c' j +2(k-2) ·2 l(k-l)C ab' c, +(k-1) (k-2)C a 'b' c<l 
k(k-1)2 (k-2) 2 
= k µ 2+k 6.:2+(fib 2+(k-l)C +O, 2+(k-l)C 
a b C C 
2 . 
+ k -2k+2 () 2+ k(k-2)2-2 c 
(k-l)(k-2) e (k-l)(k-2) ab'c' 
___ 1_,c -i-c '1+ 




+(k(k-2) 2- 2 +{k-1)21 C _ k f C +c °\+ 2k C 
(k-l)(k-2) J ab'c' (k-l)(k-2) L a'bc' a'b'cl (k-l)(k-2) a'b'c' 
2 Y ••• = .~ Y. +Y = k u+k ~a.+k ~ b_+k ~ c 
1f~ 1 o • 1 • ., 1 1 j J h h 
k(k-2) .~ e1 .h+k(k-2) .4 1 eirnh+k(k-1) .41 e .. +k(k-3) 1:r,;1 .4 h4 e. 'h + (~=) J (~¥zi) ·1 tjtm) 1Jn r _J1lll 1=n 1J 
(k-1) (k-2) 
+ k2(k-2/ l (k-l)<f 8 2+(k-l)(k-2)Cab'c'1 +k2(k-2) 2 l(k-1) 6; 2+(k-l) 
k2 ( k-1 )2 ( k-2) 2 
(k"." 2)_C a 'be,) .+k2(k-2' 2 [(k-1) 0 8 ¼(k-1) (k-2)C a 'b, ~k 2(k-3) 2 [(k-1 )(k-2) 
k2(k-1) 2(k-2) 2 
Oe 2+(k-J:) (k-2) (k-J)Cab' c,+(k-1) (k-2) (k-J)Ca 'bc'+(k-1) (k-2) (k-J)Ca 'b' c 
k2(k-1) 2(k-2) 2 
+(k-l) ·(k-2)-(k 2-6k+l0 )Ca'b' c' +2k2(k-2) (k-3) [2(k-l)(k-2)C a 'bc'+2(k-l) (k-2) 
k2(k-l/(k-2)2 
2 2, 




+(k-l)C +(k-l)C 'b' +3(k-l)(k-2)C \ 
a'bc' a c a'b'c'J 
= k2,_:i2+k (5 2+k(k-l)C +k°' 2+k(k-l)C +k(;, 2+k(k-l)C + k2-3k+3 Q. 2 
a a b b c c (k-l)(k-2) e 
3 2 2 2 2 
+ k - 4k +,%-3 r c +c +c . 1 + (k-3) (k -2)+6(k"'l2) c 
(k- l)( k-Z) L ab'c' a'bc' 'a'b'c j (k-l) (k-Z) a'b'c' 
( 
~ y 2+Y 2 
ESS(A)=E i l ~ 0 0 l oo 
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+ L<k- 1) z - (k~2) :1 cab'c' - t:.1+(k-1) (k-2)) re +c 1 + (k - 2)2<k-1)-2 j (k-2) L a ' bc i a ' b'cj (k-2) 
2 tc +c 1 + (k-2) (k-l) - 2 \..,ab'c ' a ' b'cj (k- 2) 
+ 1( 'k l)z 1 J c _f l+(k0:1) (k- z)j 'c , , ,., 1 + (k- 2) 2(k- l) - 2 U - - (k-2 ) \ - - -- 'T'v 
- a'b'c (k-2) al i ci a'bc' (k- Z) 
C 
a 'b 9 C 1 
For the er r or sum of squares, 
YiJ.h c µ+a . + b + c + e 
1 j h ijh 
2 2 2 2 2 2 Yijh c µ +ai +bj +ch +eijh +crossproduct terms 
E ( (i~l j~ h¥nlijh 2) =(k 2-l) /+(k 2-l) ~4(k 2-l)°',2 +(k 2-1){f/+(k 2-1)0., 2 
E ((i~ :i*'1 h~,rijh 2+Xlmn 2) =(k2-l) <l+ 0;;2+6i:2+ ~ 0.2) -1,.2+ ~ 2+ 
6 b2 +0c2 
+ (k-2/ ~(k-l)(le 2+(k-l)(k-2)Cab•c•J +(k-2) 2 l_(k-1) Q8 2+(k-l)(k-2)Ca ibc•) 
(k-1) 2 (k-2) 2 
+(k-2)2 [ (k-1) Oe 2+(k-l)(k-2)Ca•b•c1 
(k-1) 2 (k- 2) 2 
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+4 '((k-l)(k-2)Q 8 2+(k-l)(k-2)(k-3)Cab'c'+(k-l)(k-2)(k-3)Ca'bc'+(k-l)(k-2) 
(k-1) 2 (k-2) 2 
(k-3)Ca'b'c+(k-l)(k-2)(k 2-6k+lO)Ca'b'c'1 
(k-1) 2 (k-2) 2 
-4(k-2) t 2(k-1) (k-2)Ca'b' c +2(k-l) (k-2)Ca 'be ,+2(k~l) (k-2)Cab, q,+3(k-1) (k-2) 
(k-1) 2 (k-2/ 
(k-3)Cawb'c'j +2(k-2) 2 [(k-l)Ca'b'c+(k-l)Ca'bc'+(k-l)Cab•c•+3(k-l)(k-2)Ca'b'c'l 
(k-1)2 (k-2)2 
ESS(ERROR)=E \ . l; . . ~ ~ Y .. 2+x 2 _ i 1 iu lu _ .j o.j e .m. _ ~ ~ y 2+y 2) ( in y 2+Y 2) l (1.ffl J'fl'O. h=t=n) iJh -nnn k k 
( 
~ y 2+y 2) 2y 2 
h o~h o $ n + ~;~ 1 
= L_(k-l)(k-2)-Jjoe2 - [<k-l)(k-2)-l]f ab'c'+caibc'+ca ' b'c '] +2 
[(k-l)(k-2)-1) ca'b'c' 
The proof is complete. 
Fundamental Lemma V C 
The k X k experiment of random model with three restrictions and 
both a missing value and correlation has five components recognized in 
the model. The model is, 
Y =u+a +b +c +d +e 
ijh r i j h 1 ijhl 
i = 1, 2, ---- k 
j = 1, ::<::, ---- k 
2, ---- k 
2, ,_,_im:,_ k 
ai v") N(o, 0 a) 
bj V\ N(o, 6 b) 
three of them are restrictions 
ch v. N(o, Q c) 
d1 ~ N(o, Cd) 
eijhl V'\ N(o, 0 e) 
The ESS for each is, 
ESS(B)=k(k -l)O b 2-k(k-l)C + l (k-1) + 1 }6. 2+ f(k-1) 2 _ l \ 
b (k -3) e ~ (k-3)J 
- ll+(k-l)(k~J)] f C +C +C ~ + 3-(k-3)2(k-l) 
(k-J) L ab'c'd' a'b'cd' a'b'c'd'_J (k-J) 
ESS(C)=k(k -1) 0 2-k(k-l)C + r (k-1) + 1 }<f 2+ r (k-1) 2 - 1 1 
C C l (k-3) e l (k-J) 
_ (l+(k-l)(k-3)) ,c +c +c + 3- (k-J) 2(k-l) 




ESS(D)=k(k -1) 0:/-k(k-l)Cd+ \'_(k-1) + (k~J)J0e 2+ ~k-1) 2 - (k~J) 1 Ca'b'c'd 
_ ll+(k-l)(k-3)1 \C +C +c + 3-(k-3 )2(k-l) C 
(k-3) l ab'c'd' a'bc'd' a'b'cd:) (k=3) a'b'c'd' 
ESS(ERROR)= f(k-1) (k-3)-i\ (fe 2- f (k-1) (k-3)-lj le +C +C + ~ j ~ ~b•cwd• a•bc'd ' a'b'cd' 
C d:-\ +3 f(k-l)(k-3)-1\ C 
awbwc• lj l J a ' b'c'd' 
Proof: 
Again the derivation requires the use of Lemmas I and II o Also, 
assume the missing value occurs in pth level of A, oth level of B, r th 
level of C, and s th level of De 
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For other levels of A, 
Y. =ku+ka +Lb +I::c +Ed+ E e i ... r i j j h h 1 1 (jhl) ijhl 
y 2 =k2)l.2+k2a 2+ Eb 2+ E bjb + E c 2+ E cc +Ed 2+ 4 d d + 
ieoe i j j jfj' j' h h hfh 1 h h' l 1 l~l' 11 1 
E e 2+ E E E e e +crossproduct terms (jhl) ijhl (j:/:j' hfh' 1#1•) ijhl ij'h'l 8 
EY 2 
E (ifp ~··•) =k(k-l)f 2+k(k-l)/J. 2+(k-l)Qb 2+(k-1)2cb+(k-1)6°;;2+(k-1) 2 
Cc+k6d2+(k-1)2Cd+(k-1)0:2+(k-1)2Cab'c'd' 
th for the p level of A, 
Y = (k-1) J1 +(k-1) a + 4 b + 4 c + 4 d + E 
P••• p j1o j h1r h 11s 1 (jhl) e +X pjhl pors 
= k 11 + ka + E b + E c + E d 
r P j j h h 1 1 
k(k-J~( .E) e +(k-~)( L) e +(k-J) E e +(k- J) L e -J 
+ 
1 Jhl pijhl J ihl iohl (ijl) ijrl (ijh) ijhs 
(k-1) (k-J) 
E I: E E e 
in, jpo h,/:r 1:/:s ijhl 
(k-1) (k- J) 
E ( y P~ •:) =k / +k() .2+ 0i, 2+(k-l )Cb+ (J/+(k-1 )Cc+ (J/+(k - l)C d 
k 2Ck-1 Hk - 3)2+3Ck-1Hk-J) 2+2<k-1Hk-3) o 2 
+ 2 2 
k(k-1) (k-J) e 
k2(k-l)(k-2)(k - 3) 2+9(k-l)(k-3)(k-4)-18(k - l)(k - 3) 2+6(k-l)(k-3) 2 C 
+ 
k(k-1) 2 (k-J) 2 
ab 1 C'd' 
+ (k-l)(k-2)(k-3) 2+9(k-l)(k-3)(k-4)-6k(k-l)(k-3) 2-12(k-l)(k-3) 2+4k(k-l) 
2 2 (k-3) +2(k-l)(k-3) 
k(k-1/(k-J) 2 






(k-l)(k-2)(k-3) 2+9(k-l)(k-3)(k-4)-6k(k-l)(k - 3)2-12(k-l)(k-3) 2+4k(k-l) 
k(k-1>2 (k-3) 2 
2 2 (k-3) +2(k-l)(k - 3) c 
k(k-1) 2 (k-3) 2 awb'cd' 
(k-l)(k-2)(k-3) 2+9(k-l)(k-3)(k-4)-6k(k-l)(k-3) 2-12(k-l)(k-3) 2+4k(k-l) 
+ k(k-1) 2 (k-3) 2 
(k-3)2+2(k-l)(k-3) 2 
2 2 k(k-1) (k-3) 
C 
a'b'c'd 
9(k-l)(k -3)(k2-8k+18)-6k(k-l)(k-3) 2(k-4)-18(k-l)(k-3) 2(k-4)+6k(k-l ) 
+ 
(k-J) 3+6(k-l)(k-3) 3 
k(k-1)2 (k-3>2 
k(k-1) 2 (k-3) 2 
C 
a'b'c'd' 
c k ,l+k 0,, 2+ f" 2+(k-l)C +" 2+(k-l)C +" 2+(k- l)C + k(k-3)+3 0.. 2 
a Ub b 1J c c Ud d (k-l)(k-3) e 
+ k(k-2)(k ... J)-3 C _ k \C +c +C ;') + 
(k-1) (k-3) ab'c'd' (k-l)(k-3) L a'bc'dt a'b'cd' a'b'c'<:J 
3k 
(k-1) (k-3) C a'b'c'd' 
+ [<k-1) + k(k-3)+3 ]o. z+ r (k-1)2+ k(k-2Hk-3)-31 c 
(k-l)(k-3) 8 l (k-1) (k-3) ab' c' d' 
- k [C +C +c ~ + 3k (k-l)(k-J) a'bc'd' a'b'cd' a'b'c'dj (k-l)(k-J) C a'b'c'd' 
2 2 Yu .. =k J1 +kI:a +kI:b.+kI:c +kI:d 
ii jJ hh 11 
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k(k-3) f I: e + L e + I: e + " e 1 +k(k~4) ~ L ~ L e 
+ l(jhl) pjhl (ihl) iohl (ijl) ijrl (ijh) ijhs i'f!) j'/:o h,f:r lrs ijhl 
(k -1) (k-3) 
E ( .y ~ u:)"" k2µ 2 +k D. 2+k(k-l)C +k 0, 2+k(k-l)Cb+k<r 2+k(k-l )C +k 6:;2+k(k=l)Cd \ k2 a a b c c d 
C 
ab'c'd; 
+ k2(k-l)(k =2)(k- J) 2+k2(k-l)(k-J)(k-4) 3+6k2(k-l)(k-J) 2(k-4 )+6k2(k=l )(k=J) 2 
k2(k-1) 2 (k-3)2 
+ k2(k- l)(k ~2)(k=J) 2+k2(k=l)(k~J)~k -4)3+6k:{k- l)(k ~J) 2(k=4)+6k2(k-l) (k- Jl 2 
k2(k-1)2 (k-3) 2 
C 
a'b' cd' 
+ k2(k-l)(k-2)(kmJ)2+k2(k-l)(k-J)(k-4) 3+6k2(k=l)(k-J)2(k-4)+6k2(k=l)(k-J)2 
k 
2(k-1)2 (k-3>2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 
+ k (k-l)(k-J)(k-4) (k -8k+l8)+8k (k-l)(k-3) (k-4) +12k (k- l)(k - 3) 
k2(k-1)2 (k-3)2 
2 2 2 









ESS(B)=E j;t:oojo e 0000 - 0008 =k(k-1)0, 2-k(k-l)C+f(k-l)+ 1 1() 2 
( 
1, y 2+Y 2 y 2) 
k k2 b b L (k-J)J e 
~ J-(k-3) 2(k-1) 
(k-J) 
ESS(C)=E hif:r o oho o oro - o ~ o e =k(k-1) (f 2-k(k - l)C + f (k-1) + 1 "\(S" 2 
( 
E y 2+Y 2 y 2) 
k k2 c c L (k-J)J e 
+ \ (k-1)2 - __]._] C - [1+(k-l)(k-J)j tc +c +c ] L (k-3) a'b'cd' (k-3) Lab'c'd' a'bc ' d' a'b'c ' d 
3- (k-3)2 (k-l) 
+ (k-J) C a'b'c'd' 
~~ y 2+Y 2 y 2) ESS(D)=E 1 s cool ooo s - ou• =k(k-l)cf 2-k(k-l)C + r(k-1) + 1-]([2 k k2 a a L (k-J) e 
k-1 - - C l 2 1 j ( ) (k-3) a'b'c'd 
_ t l.-t{k- l)(k -3) ) 
(k-3) 
2 r C +C +c ;\ + J - (k-3) (k-1) L ab~cea• a ' bc'd' a'b ' cdj (k-3) 
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For the error sum of squares, 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 Yijhl = ~ + a1 + bj + ch + d1 + eijhl +crossproduct terms 
E 0i?,p j';,o h1r 1~/ijh12)= (k2-l) l'.2+6:_2+~2+ (>c2+0:;2+6/1 
For the missing value X , pors 
X = µ+a +b +c +d + 
(k-J{ufu) e +Ze +Ee + I: e) pjhl (ihl) iohl (ijl) ijrl (ijh) ijhs 
pors p o r s 




( k- 3) i I: ) e 2--+ I; e e 
2 = 1/+a 2+b 2+o 2-t<I 2+ l(jhl p,jhl (~:) pjhl pj'h'l'J 
p o r s -----------~-------( k-1) 2 (k-3) 2 







ijhs 8 i'j'h's1 +9 li?,p j1o h1,- 11s8 ijhl 2+1?,p j/j,#j• 
, 
(k-1) 2<k-J) 2 
Z .1r.-.1 e e + Z I; h:/fr:/:h' lrsrl' i 'hl ij I h' l' ifi,r/:i' j':f:o h 
2 : 2 (k-1) (k-3) 
h~ 1 .1..I:..L-i-, .e e., ''hl'+ Z Z Z Z e e + .L.L.. L.L 
-'fr r 5 'r-J.. ijhl 1. J ifpfi' j-/=o-/=j I h-/=r-/=h, 1-/=s ijhl i' j • h' 1 irpr.i.' jf'Vy-j' 
e e 
ijhl i'j'h'l' 
(k-1)2 (k-3) 2 
-6(k-3)-l Z e + I: e + Z e + Z (jhl) pjhl (ihl) iohl (ijl) ijrl (ijh) 
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8 ijhs) i~ j~o h~ l~s eijhl+ 2(k-J)
2
((j~l)etjhl (~l)eiohl+ (j~l)epjhl (i11) 
(k-1) 2 (k-J) 2 
e + Z e Z e + Z e Z e + Z e . Z e + Z ijrl (jhl) p.Jhl (1jh) ijhs (ihl) iohl (ijl) ijrl (ihl) iohl (ijh) pjhl (ijl) 
(k-1) 2 (k-J) 2 
eijrl ·(ii/ljhs1 + cross product terms 
E (x 2) = µ2 + 6° 2+o, 2+o, 2+ Or 2+ 4(k-l)(k-J)2+9(k-l)(k-J) () 2 
pors a b c d (k-l)2 (k-J)2 e 
2 2 · 2 
Ck-J) (k-1)Ck-2)+9Ck-1)Ck-3)Ck-4)-1sck-1)Ck-J) +6(k-1)Ck-J) re 
+ lab'c'd' + 
(k-ll (k-J) 2 
C +C +c "'\ 
a'bc'd' a'b'cd' a'b'c'dJ 
+ 9 (k-1) (k-J) . ( k 2 .. 8k+l8 )-24( k-1) (k-3) 2(k-4 )+12( k- 1) (k-3) J C 
a'b'c'd' 
(k-1) 2 (k-3) 2 
2 
c +c +C ] _ 3k -24k+l8 C 
a'bc'd' a'b'cd' a 'b'c' d (k-l)(k-J) a'b'c'd' 
r (k2_1 ) + 4k-3 ] ~ 2 L: (k-l)(k-J) e 
2 2 
+ k -8k+6 f C +c +c +c :"\ _ Jk -24k+l8 C 
(k-l)(k-J) L ab'c'd' ~'bc'd' a'b'cd' a'b'c'dj (k-l)(k-J) a'b'c'd' 
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This completes the proof. In order to generalize tor restrictions, 
the following theorem is developed. 
Theorem DJ 
The k X k experiment of random model with r restrictions and both 
a missing value and correlation has (:r+2) components recognized in the 
model. The model is, 
Y = p+t + r +r +----+r + e 
tabc--r t la 2b rr tabc--r 
t = 1, 2, k 
a= 1, 2, k 
b = 1, 2, k 
r = 1, 2, ---- k 
tt Vi N(o, 0 t) 
r I/'"' N(o,(). 1 ) la r 
r 2b LA N(o, 0 r2) 
these are r restrictions 
r t,..., N(o, ,r ) 
rr u rr 
etab--r V'I N(o, 0 e) 
Assume the missing value occurs in t th level of T where 1 _::: t _::: k 
st nd 
and 1 level of R, 2 level of R ---- etc. 
2 
Then the ESS for each is, 
6 2 \{ 1 1/\ 2 \( 2 1 ESS(T)=k(k-l)v t -k(k-l)Ct+ ~k-1) + (k-r) Ve+ ck-1) - (k-r) J Cn(t) 
-
ll+(k~l)(k-r)J )r 
]..~ cn(i)+(-1 (k-r) ft 
2 
(k-r) (k-1)-r c (i = t, a, b;--r) 
(k-r) t•a•b•--r' 
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2 [1+( k-1) o~-r )1 
(k-r) ~ ( )r (k-r) (k-1)-r C C ( . ) + -1 - -i j TI J (k-r) t'a'b'--r' 
r J = 1, 2, ---- r 




2 (k-l)(k-r} ,-1 I: C + r TI (k-1) (k-r)-1 
The proof of this theorem involves only lengthy algebraical 
manipulation and cumbersome notations, thus will be omitted here~ However, 
the reader can verify it by following exactly the same way of those of 
Theorem II and III. 
CHAPTER r,r 
RANDOMIZED BLOCK DESIGN 
Randomized Block Design differs from the k X k experiment with one 
restriction in that its number of blocks is not necessarily equal to its 
number of treatments. Graphically, it is still on a two-dimension plane 
with only one modifi cation that it is on a rectangular plane instead of 
on a S~fare planeo This modification results in a slight change in the 
error structure of analysis of variance which will be examined in deta i l 
in this chapter o 
This chapte r is divided into four sections. The f i rst three sections, 
one for each of the r andom, fixed and mixed ~odel, gi ve the expected mean 
squares (symbolical l y denoted as Il1S) for each of the following cases: 
(1) without correlation and without missing val ue, (2) w:i..tho ut correlat i on 
but with a missing value, (J) with correlation but withou t a missing 
value, and (4) with correlation and with a missing value o The fourth 
section is to examine the analysis of variance for exact test of si gni ficance 
of a Randomized Block Desi gn with a missing value . 
Most of the notations used below are 
previous chapters o Let 
y .. = )l + a . +b + e . . 
J.J 1 j 1J 
ai is treatment effect 
bj is block effect 
the model be 
where {: 
the same as those in the 
= 1, 2, ~al)~~ a 
C: 1, 2, b 
eij is random element associated with i th treatment and j th block 
6J 
The missing data formula which we can derive from Theorem I by 
I 
considering block as the only restriction has been given by al.most all 
the standard textbook of Statistics as follows: 
' ' i bY .+aY. -Y 
X c oJ 1e o_?_ 
(b-l)(a ~l) 
where assuming the value in i th treatment and 
j th block is missing0 
(A) Random Model 
The model is Yij = µ + ai + bj + eij where{i = lj 2, - - -- a andµ 
j = 1, 2, - ~- - b 
is fixed, ai ' s and b 'sand e 's are random variables with the following j ij 
distribution: 
a V'\ N(o, () ) i a 
bj l/\ N(o, 0 b) 
eij 1/'i N(o,() e) 
Without correlation and without missing valueo The EMS for each of 
the three components recognized in the model are: 
FJMS (Blocks) = a Ob 2 +Oe 2 
EMS (Treatments) = b ~ 2 + ~ 2 
I 
The analysis of variance (from here on denoted as ANOVA) is then 
as shown in Table 4~lalo 
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Table 4ol..l 
Due To df EMS 
Blocks b=l atf,2+02 b e 
Treatments a-1 bo 2 + o2 
a e 
Error (a-l)(b-1) oe 2 
Total ab-1 
Proof: 
This has been given by most of the standard textbooks of Statistics 0 
Here we just cite in order to be comparable. 
Wtihout correlation but with a missing valueo The EMS for each of 
the three components recognized in the model are: 
EMS (Blocks) = a Ob 2 + l,l + 1 J t5;2 
(b-1) (a-1) 
EMS (Treatments): b Oa 2 + 
(Error) (= 0 2 
l 1+ i 102 (b-1) (a-1) e 
EMS 
e 
The ANOVA is then as shown in Table 4 olo2o 
Table 4.1.2 
Due To df EMS 
Blocks b-1 a ac,2 + (1 + 1 -1 0 2 
(b-1 ) (a-1)-J e 
Treatments a-1 b<fa 2 + [ 1 + 1 ](f 2.-__--
(b- l )(a-l) 8 
Error (a-1) (b-1)-1 
Total ab-2 
Proof: 
See Theorem II. Since the derivation is . almost the same as that of 
Theorem II,the detailed proof is omitted. 
With correlation but without missing value. The EMS for each of 
the three components recognized in the model are: 
The ANOVA is then as shown in Table 4.1.J. 
Table 4.1.3 
Due To df EMS 
Blocks b-1 a(Qb 2-Cb)+ 0:2+(a-l)(C -C ) 
e a'b a'b' 
-Cab' 
Treatments a-1 b ( Oa 2-C)+ <fe2-ca 'b +(b-1) (C ab'-Ca•b') 
Error (a-1) (b-1) 2 0 -C -C +c 
e ab' a'b a'b' 
Total ab-1 
Proof: 
See Theorem III. 
With correlation and with a missing value. The EMS for each of the 
three components recognized in the model are: 
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EMS(Blocks) =a((b 2-C )+fl+ l 162- fl_ l 1 
b L (a-l)(b-1) e [ (a-l)(b-1) 
2 
C (a-1) (b-2)+a(a-2) C ~( l) 1 "\ C b'+ a•b- a- - J , , 
a (a-1) (b-1) (a-1) (b-1) a b 
EMS(Treatments) = b(Oa 2-C)+ t_1+ l )oe 2+ (b-l) 2(a- 2)+b(b-2) 
(a-1) (b-1) (a-1) (b-1) 
Proof: 
See Theorem IWo 1 
. ~ 
,. 
- f 1- l 1 C - f (b-1)- l ] C l (a-l)(b-l)J aib l (a-l)(b-1) a'b' 
The ANOVA is then as shown in Table 4ol.4Q 
Due To df EMS 
Blocks b-1 a(ob2_cb)+ ti+ 1 ]0:2 
(a-1) (b-1) e 
2 
\ 1- 1 l c + (a-1) (b-2)+a(a-2) 
l (a-1) (b-1).J ab' (a-1) (b-1) 
- 1 C - \ (a-1)- ------1 C 
a'b L (a-l)(b-l)J a'b' 
Treatments a-1 b( Oa 2_ca_>+ (.1+ 1 l<f 2 + 
(a-1) (b-1) 8 
2 '' 
(b-1) (a-2)+b(b-2 , cab'- -r-r:-···- 1 ) 
(a-1) (b-1) (a-1) (b-1 -) 
C - f 1(b-l) - l ] C 
a'b ~ (a-l)(b-1) a'b' 
Error (a-1) (b-1)-1 0 2 -c -c +c 
e ab' a'b a'b' 
Total ab-2 
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This completes the presentation of all cases for the random modelo 
There are many other cases that might be of interest for specific reasons 
which we are not able to include in this paperQ In general , one finds 
that random model is rarely met in practice o Instead, most the models 
occurring are fixed or mixed modelsQ 
(B) Fixed Model 
As it has been mentioned before the fixed,model is a special case 
of the random model o In the derivation, the fixed factors are treate d 
as constants. The only factor not 1tr eated as fixed is the random element 
which is always assumed to be a random variable. Our model is now, 
Ea = o, I: b 
i i j j = o, and e ij 
where 
N(o, 
C = 1, 2, 
__ ..,_ a 
= 1, 2, ~--- b 
e) 
Without correlation and without missing valueo The EMS for each of 
the three components recognized in the model are: 
EMS (Blocks) = "2 + Ue 
a I: b 2 j j 
b-1 
/\ b t ai 
EMS (Treatments)= V 0 2 + a-1 
EMS (Error)= Oe2 
2 








Yi • = b µ + ba . + I: e 






(since I: b = o) 
j j 
2 2 2 2 2 . 2 Y. = b }l +b a. + I: e. . + cross product terms 
1. 1 j 1J 
2 Y. • = ab µ + I: ~ e . . 
i J 1J 
(~a .= 4 b = o) 
1 1 J j 
2 2 2 2 2 Y. $ = a·o )1 + ~ ~ e. . + cross product terms 
1 J 1J 
2 
E / J • • ) = ab ,/ + O. 2 
'-~ e 
lI;y 2 2 E i. -~J=(a-1)() 2 +b~a. 2 b ab e 1 1 
El'-1S(Treatments) = 0 2 + 
e 










0 2+a4b, 2 e .] .] 
b-1 






Y. . = µ + a. + b . + ei . 
1J 1 J J 
y 2 = 11 2 + a 2 + b 2 + ij r i j eij 2 +crossproduct terms 
E (I: I: Y 2) = ab µ.2 + b I: a 2 + a I: b 2 + ab O 2 
i j ij i i j j e 
by subtraction, 
EMS (Error)= Oe 2 
Notice that the derivation of the fixed model diff ers from that of 
the random model in only that the E(a 1
2) = ai 2 f 0a2 , and E(bj 2) = 
bj 2 f tfb 2., Mathematically, the fixed model is just a linear transformation 
of random model., Therefore, from here on the proof of all of t he fixed 
model will be omitted in order to save space . 
Without correlation but with a miss in g value. The EMS for each of 
the three components recognized in the model are: 
a I: b 2 
.EMS (Blocks) ='1 + ( ) ~ )~(f 2 + j j [ a-1 b-1 j e b-l 
b I: a 2 
EMS (Treatments) a f 1 + l ~ (J\ 2 + i i 
L (a-l)(b-l)J e a- 1 
lll1S (Error) = 0 2 
e 
The ANOVA is then as shown in Table 4o2@2o 
Table 402.,2 
Due To df 
Blocks b- 1 
Treatments 
Error (a-l)(b-1)-1 
_ T.o.t.al ab-2 
EMS 
l l+ 1 1 ~ 2 + a ~ ' b . 2 
(a-l)(b - 1) J e ~-l J 
b I: a 2 
\.. l+ 1 1 02 + i i 





See random model. 
With correlation but without missing value. The EMS for each of the 
three components recognized in the model are: 
I: 2 a . b o 
+ J J 
(b-1) 
b I: a 2 
ll1S (Treatments) = f O. 2-C j +(b-1) le -C 1 + i i L e a•b ab' a'b' a-1 
EMS (Error)= O.e2-c 'b-C b,+c 
a a a'b' 
The ANOVA is then as shown in Table 402.3. 
Due To df EMS 
Blocks b-1 
a I: b 2 









b I: a 2 (o e 2_ca•b) +(b-1) [cab' -Ca' b~ + !_li 
I(" 2_c -C +C 
(J e a'b ab' a'b' 
With correlation and with a missing value. The EMS for each of the 
three components recognized in the model are: 
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EMS (Blocks) = r 1 + l 10 2 - f 1 - l 1 C + 
L (a-l)(b-1) e L (a-l)(b-1) ab' 
(a-1) 2(b-2)+a(a-2) 
(a-1) (b-1) 
a I: b 2 
j j 
b-1 
ca'b - l(a-1) - 1 ca'b~+ L (a-1) (b-1) 'J 
2 
EMS (Treatments) = l 1 + l Jo 2 + (b-l) (a- 2)+b(b-2) Cab' -
(a-l)(b-1) e (a-1) (b-1) 
r 1 - 1 1 C - [(b-1) - l ' C + l (a-l)(b-1) a'b (a-l)(b - l)J a'b' 
b I: a 2 
i i 
a-1 
EMS (Error) = (J, 2 - C - C + C 
e a'b ab' a'b' 
The ANOVA is then as shown in Table 4.2.4. 






t. 1 + 1 1 (f 2 - f 1- 1 ] C + (a-l)(b-1) e l (a-l)(b-1) ab' 
(a-1)2(b-2)+afa- ,2) C - \_ (a-1) -
(a-l)(b-1) a'b 
al:b 2 
--=1--1 C + j j (a-l)(b-1) a'b' b-1 
f l+ 1 1(} 2+ (b-1) 2(a-2)+b(b-2) C 
L (a-l)(b-1) e (a-1) (b-1) ab• 
f 1- 1 ) C -L (a-l)(b-1) a'b 
b I: a 2 
ca'b' + i i 
a-1 
r (b-1)- 1 ] l (a-1) (b-1) 
/\ 2 u - C - C + C 
e a'b ab' a'b' 
( C) Mixed Model 
Strictly speaking, all of the models are mixed models, i.e., p. is 
always fixed and the rest of components are random. For our purpose in the 
Randomized Block Design, only the mixed model in which treatments are 
selected random but blocks are fixed is considered. 
Let the model be, {: = 1, 2, ---- a yij = }l + a , + b. + e where 1 J ij = 1, 2, ---- b 
a , (Treatment effect) V'IN\o, cf a) 
l. 
b . (Block effect) has the property that~ b . = o 
J J J 
e .. (random element) h N(o,O ) 
l.J e 
Mathematically, the derivation of the mixed model is between those 
of the random model and the fixed -model, and for this reason, a detailed 
proof will not be given. 
Without cor relation and without missing value$ The E1S for each of 
the three components recognized in the model are: 
a I: b 2 
EMS (Blocks) = (f 2 + j j 
e b-1 
EMS (Tre~tments) = (f 2 + b 0, 2 
e a 
EMS (Error) = (Je 2 
The ANOVA is then as shown in Table 4 QJ.1. 
Table 4oJol 
Due To df Bl1S 
a r: b 2 
Blocks b-1 Q.2 r j e + 
b-1 
Treatments a-1 0 2 + b 0 2 e a 




See random and fixed model. 
Without correlation but with a missing value. The EMS for each of the 
three components recognized in the model are: 
a I: b 2 
EMS (Blocks) '=' t 1 + 1 ] 0 2 + j j 
(a-l)(b-1) e b-1 
EMS (Treatments)= Ll + 1 l6e 2 + b 6 2 
(a-l)(b-l)J a 
EMS (,ror) = Oe 2 
The .ANOVA is then as shown in Table 4.J.2. 
Table 4.J.2 
Due To df EMS 
( 1 + 1 10 2 + a I: b 2 Blocks b-1 I _, ,J J 
(a-1) (b-1) e b-1 
Treatments a-1 [ i + i ]o 2 + b <r 2 
(a-1) (b-1 ) e a 
Error (a-1) (b-1)-1 oa 2 
Total ab-2 
Proof: 
See random and fixed model. 
With correlation but without missing value. The EMS for each of the 
three components recognized in the model are: 
a I: b 2 
EMS (Blocks)= 6 2 - Cb' +(a-l)(C -C ) + j j 
e a a'b a'b' b-1 
lliS (Treatments) = b( 0 a 2-Ca) + {) 2 - C +(b-1) (C b'-C. 'b') 
, e a'b a a 
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The ANOVA is then as shown in Table 4.J.J. 
1•1 
Table 4.,3.,3 
Due To df EMS 
a I: b 2 
Blocks b-1 (f 2 -C +(a-1) (C -C )+ j j 
e ab' a'b a'b' b-l 
Treatments a-1 b( o 2_c ) + D 2_c 'b+(b-1)(c -C ) 
a a e a ab' a'b' 
Error (a-1) (b-1) .,<""'2_c -C +c 
Ve a'b ab' a'b' 
Total ab-1 
Proof: 
See random and fixed model. 
With correlation and with a missing value. The EMS for each of the 
three components recognized in the model are: 
EMS (Blocks) = ti + 1 ] a, 2 _ [i _ 1 ] 










a'b - f (a-1) - l ] C L (a-l)(b-1) a'b' 
= [i + 1 ]6 2 + (b-1) 2(a-2)+b(b-2) 
(a-l)(b-1) 8 · (a-1) (b-1) C - [1 -ab' 
1 ) c 'b _ r (b-1) _ 1 ] c + , (a-l)(b-1) a L (a-l)(b-1) a'b' I\: 
+ 
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The AlWVA is then as shown in Table 4.J.4 ~ 
Due To df EMS 
Blocks b-1 fl+ 1 1 (f. 2_ [1- 1 :\ C + l (a-l)(b-1) e (a-l)(b-l)J ab' 
2 (a-1) (b-2)+a(a - 2) 
(a- 1) (b- 1) 
C - f (a-1) -
a'b l 
1 1 C (a- l)(b - 1) a'b' a I: b 
2 
+ j j 
b-1 
Treatments a-1 \_ l+ 1 1 (). 2+ (b-1) 2(a- 2)+b(b - 2) (a ~l) (b-1) J e (a- 1) (b- 1) 
C - fa_ l \ C , - fcb- 1) -
ab' L (a - l)(b - 1) J a b l 
1 1 C + b \ (fa2 - ca \ (a-l)(b-1) a'b' L j 
Error (a-1) (b-1)-1 
Total ab-2 
Proof: 
See random and fixed model. 
(D) Exact Test 
Table 40162, 4.2e2, and 4.3e2 have given the analysis of variance 
of the Randomized Block Design without correlation but with a missing 
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value 0 An approximate test of significance of the null hypothesis that 
the treatments have no differential effects may be obtained by analyzing 
those tables (augumented table) in the usual way, with the modification 
that the degrees of freedom for the error sum of squares is diminished 
by one. This test can be sh-own to be biased in that the expectation of 
the treatment mean square (EMS treatment) is greater than the expectation 
of the error mean square under the null hypothesis~ Now. take Table 4ol.2 
\ 
as an illustration. Assume the missing value occurs in kth treatment 
and 1th block . 
Due To df ss EMS F 
Blocks b-1 j~lyi~ + (Y_.~+x)2 
a a 
' 2 
~Y •• +x~ 
ab 
~ ('j{~x)2 
b()a2+ l1+ F= ¼a 2+ [1+ Treatments a-1 + ' Q -b • b . 12 
' 2 1 16:2 1 J<f 2 ~Yo .+x~ 
ab (a-1) (b-1) 0 ~a-1~ ~b-1~ e 
Oe2 
Error (a-1) (b-1)-1 by subtraction 0~2 
' 2 
~ ~ Y 2+ x2 ,Y. o+Xl Total ab-2 (i k j 1) ij / - ab 
From the above Table we can easily see that if the null hypothesis 
is true, i.e., (fa 2 = o, then F = [1 + (a-l)(b-l)]~ 2 which is greater 
than one. a e2 
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However, if the approximate test of significance indicates that 
there are no significant treatment difference, there is no need to perform 
the accurate test of significance. 
The accurate test of significance in the above case is made by the 
analysis of variance given in Table 4.4.1. 




.4 y ~ y '2 '2 
Jtl .J+ .1 -Y •• 
a (a-J) (ab-1) 
EMS F 
Treatments a-1 by subtraction ab-b-1 t£ 2+ (>-2 
a-1 a e 
ab-b-1 
F~ a-1 Oa2 +Oe2 
Qe2 
Error (a-1) (b- 1 )- 1 As in the ANOVA Oe 2 
of t he augumented 
table 
Total ab-2 
I; ~ y 2 y • i. ' 2 
(iik j11 ij - (ab-1) 
Proof: 
For other blocks where missing value does not occur, 
Y . = ~ Y .. = I (µ+a. + b + e . .) = a p + ~ a . + ab.+ I: e 
.J 1 1J i 1 j 1J 1 1 J i ij 
y 2 = a2µ2 + I: a 2+a2t 2 .+ I: e 2 +crossproduct terms 




2(b-l) µ 2+(b-1) Z a 2+a2 I: b 2+ i ~ e 2 +crossproduct j1l .j i i j1l j i j*l ij terms 
~ y 2 
E tt\ .j )= a(b-1) ),2+(b-l)(f_2+a(b-l) (Jb 2+(b-l) (f. 2 
For the 1th block, 
' Y = ~ Y = ~ (µ+a +b +e ) = (a-1) u +1.~k ai+(a-l)b 1+i ~k eiJ . • 1 i*k il ijk i 1 il r 1 t 
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y ' 2 =(a-1) 212+ ~ a. 2+(a-1) 2 b 2+.i e1 .2 +crossproduct terms 
.1 ijk 1 1 itk J 
Y~J· = µ + a. + b. + e .. 
..a. 1 J 1J 
Y .. 2 = p2 + a 2 + b 2 . + e .. 2 + cross product terms 
1J i J 1J 
E f ~ ~ y 2) = (ab-1) (p 2+ 0. 2+0,:b2+ 02) 
l(i,pk j;h) ij a e 
I 2 '2 
ESS (Treatments)= E f ~ ~ Y 2 _/J~ly.j + y.l )11-
L(ijk j#1) ij \ a -;:i- j 
= (ab-b-1) Cc 2+ (ab-1-b-ab+a+b) a, 2 
a e 
= (ab-b-1) (fa_2+ (a-1) a,:2 
e 
EMS (Treatments) = ab-b-1 (f 2 + o,, 2 
a-1 a e 
This completes the proof. If the null hypothesis is true, i.e., 
Oa2 = o, then F = 1. This test is accurate on the basis of normal law 
theory. 
CHAPTER V 
LATIN SQUARE DESIGN 
Latin Square Design may be regarded as an arrangement in which treat-
ment are randomized under two restrictions, namely, that each treatment 
occurs in each row and once and only once in each columno Such arrangement 
has fairly obvious properties, the important one being that any comparison 
of treatments is unaffected by average difference which exists between the 
rows or between columns. Such differences will not affect the errors of 
treatment comparison so that such arrangement is likely to lead to greatly 
increased precision. The Latin Square Design differs from the Randomized 
Block Design in not only that one more restriction is imposed, but also 
in that the number of treatments, rows, and columns are all equal. 
Therefore, one can easily see that the Latin Square Design is nothing but 
a k X k experiment with two restrictions. 
The content of this chapter is constructed the same pattern as that 
of the last chaptere The ANOVA of each model for different cases will be 
examined. Also, many trival proofs are omitted owing to the fact that 
only linear transformation is involved. 
Let the model be, = 1, 2, k 
1ijh =u+ a. + bj + ch + e. 'h where = 1, 2, k l. l.J 
= 1, 2, k 
a, is treatment effect 
l. 
b, is row effect 
J 
ch is column effect 
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eijh is random element associated with i th treatment, j th row, and 
hth column. 
The missing data fonnula which we can derive from Theorem I by 
considering row and column as two restrictions has also been given by almost 
all the standard textbooks of Statistics as follows: 
' ' ' ' k(Y. +Y . +Y )-2Y 
X= 1e• e.J• ••h ••• 
(k-1) (k-2) 
where assuming the value in 1th treatment, 
j th row and hth column is missing. 
(A) Random Model 
{
i = 1, 2, 
The model is Yijh = µ + ai + bj +ch+ eijh where j = 1, 2, 
h i::: 1, 2, 
andµ is fixed a . 's, b . 's, c 's and e .. h's are random variables with t he 
J. J h ' J.J 
following distributions: 
ai l/'\ N(o,o ci) 
bj l---1 N(o, ob) 
ch V") N(o,o C) 
eijhVl N(o, U e) 
Without correlation and without missing value. The EMS for each of 
the four components reco gnized in the model are: 
EMS (Columns) = k O 2 + o 2 
- C e 
EMS (Treatments) = k6= 2 + ~ 2 
a e 
EMS (Errors) = Oe 2 






Due To df EMS 
Rows k-1 ko,2+ 0,2 b e 
Columns k-1 k o2 + o2 
C e 
Treatments k-1 k () 2 + 02 a e 
Error (k- ·l ·)(k-2) Oe 2 
Total k2-1 
Proof: 
See any standard textbook of Statistics. 
Without correlation but with a missing value. The EMS for each of the 
four components recognized in the model are: 
EMS (Rows)= ()b 2 + ll + l }<fe 2 
(k-l)(k-2) 
EMS (Columns) = 0 2 + \1 + 1 ]([2 
c L (k-l)(k-2) e 
EMS (Treatments) = O. 2 + [1 + 1 J () 2
a (k-1) (k-2) e 
EMS (Error) = 6 2 
e 
The ANOVA is then as shown in Table 5.1.2. 
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Table ,5.1.,2 
Due To df' EMS 
Rows k-1 ()_ 2 + ti + 1 ) <r 2 
b (k-1) (k-2) e 
Columns k-1 0 2 + ti + 1 1 Q_ 2 
C (k-l)(k-2) e 
Treatments k-1 r;:2 + I1 + 1 )(f.2 
a (k~l) (k-2) e 




See Theorem II. 
With correlation but without missing v~Jue. The EMS for each of the 
four components recognized in the model are: 
(k-2) C 
a 'b' c' 
EMS (Columns) = k( 0 2 - C ) + ([ 2 + (k-1) C - (C + C ) -




EMS (Error) ·= <( 2 - ( C + C + C ) +2C 
e ab'c' a'bc' a'b'c a'b'c' 
The ANOVA is then as shown in Table 5.1.J. 
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Table 5.1.J 
Due To df' ll:!S 
Rows k-1 k( tfi/-Cb)+ f 2+(k-l)C 'b ,-(C + 
e a c ab'c' 
Ca'b'c)+(k- 2)Ca'b'c' 
Columns k-1 k( {fc2-C )+ c('2+(k-l)C 'b' -(Cb' ,+ c e a c a c 
C 'b , )-(k-2)C 'b, , a c a c 
Treatments k-1 k(6: 2-C )+a,2+(k-l)C ~-(C 'b ,+ a a e ab, , , a c 
Ca'b'c)-(k- 2)ca'b'c' 
Error (k-1) (k--2) o, 2-(C +G · -C · )+2C 
e ab'c' a'bc' a'b ' c a'b'c' 
Total k2-l 
Proo:f: 
See Theorem III e 
With correlation and with a missing value. The EMS for each of the 
four components recognized in the model are: 
ll:!S (Rows) = k( 0. 2_cb) + fl+ l :\ (f 2 + f(k - 1) l :\ C 
b L (k-l)(k-2)J e L - (k-l)(k-2) .l a'bc'-
fi_ l 1 (C +c )+ \(k-2) - ~? ___ \ C L (k-l)(k-2)J ab'c' a'b'c L (k-l)(k-2)J a'b'c' 
EMS (Columns) = k( ((2-cc)+ f 1+ 1 \ 6"" 2+ \(k-1) - 1 1 c -
c L (k-l)(k-2) J e l. (k-l)(k-2) a'b'C? 
~- (k-l)~k-2) 1 (Cab'c'+ Ca'b'c)+ ~k- 2) ·· (k-iTfk~2) J 
C 
a 'b' c' 
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EMS (Treatments) = k( 0. 2-Ca)+ \ l+ l \ ~ 2+ \(k-1)- _ __..,___l 
a \: (k-1)(k-2) J [ (k-1)(k-2) J 
C - \ 1- l 1 ( C fC )+ fek-2) -
ab'c' L (k-l)(k- 2) j a'bc' a'b'c L 
(k-l)(k-2) 1 ca'b'c• 
EMS (Error) = f' 2-(C b' ,+C 'b +C 'b' )+2C 'b Ue a c a c' a c a 'c' 
The ANOVA is then as shown in Table 5olo4o 
Table 5.1.4 
Due To EMS 
Rows k-1 k( ~ 2-C )+ ti+ - l ) <fe 2+ r(k-1)-
b [ (k-1) (k-~l L 
l ] C - [1- 1-J ( C + (k-l)(k-2) a'bc' (k-l)(k-2) ab'c' 
C + f(k-2)- 2 ) C 
a'b'c ~ (k-l)(k- 2) a'b'c' 
Columns k-1 k( o":2-c )+ f1+ l l 0: 2+ vk-1)-
c C [ (k-l)(k-2)J e t 
__ 1_1 C - \1- 1 ) (C + 
(k-l)(k-2) a'b'c [ (k-l)(k-2) ab'c' 
C )+ r(k-2)- l ] C 
a'bc' L (k-l)(k-2) a'b'c' 
Treatments k-1 k( (f 2-c )+ r1+ 1 16" 2+ f<k-1)-
a a L (k-l)(k-2) e I.: 
l 1 C - r 1- l \ ( C + 
(k-l)(k-2) ab'c' L (k-l)(k-2)J a'bc' 
C )+ f (k-2)- 2 ) C 
a'b'c L (k-l)(k-2) a'b'c' 
Error k-1) .(k-2)-1 Jf' 2 (G C C · ) 2C U e - ab'c'+ a'bc'+ a'b'c + a'b'c' 
Total 
Proof: 
See Theorem rl. 
(B) Fixed Model 
Let the model be, .,_ = 1, 2, ---- k 
:where j = 1, 2, 
h = 1, 2, 
I: a . = I: b = I: ch = o and e \/""\ N ( o, r- 9 ) i 1 j j h ijh U 
k with properties 
k that 
Without correlation and without missing value. The ENS for each of 
the four components recognized in the model are: 
k I: b 2 
EMS (Rows) = Ca 2 + j j 
k-1 
k 1: C Z 
EMS (Columns = O_ 2 + h h 
e k-1 
k I: a 2 
ENS (Treatments)= 02 + i i 
e k-1 
EMS (Error) = (), 2 
- e 
The ANOVA is then as shown in Table 5.2.1. 
Table 5.2.1 








k I: b 2 j j 
k-1 













See random Jillodel. 
Without correlation but with a missing value. The EMS for each of 
the four components recognized in the model are: 
k 1 b 2 
EMS (Rows) = l:-+ l }oe2 + j j 
(k-l)(k-2) k-1 
k ~ C 2 
EMS (Columns) = (1 + 1 1 ~2 + h 
(k-l)(k-2) k-1 
· k E a 2 
EMS (Treatments) = l1 + l 1() 2 + i i 
(k-l)(k-2) e k-1 
EMS (Error) = ~ 2 
The ANOVA is then as shown in Table 5.2.2. 
Table 5.2.2 
Due To di' 
Rows k-1 
k i b 2 ~ + 1 JOa2+ j j 
(k-l)(k-2) k-1 
Columns k-1 
_ k L c 2 ti + __ 1 __ :, () 2+ h h 
(k-l)(k-2)J e k-1 
Treatments k-1 
k I: a 2 ~ + 1 j ~2+ i i 
(k-l)(k-2) k-1 
Error (k-l)(k-2)-1 0 e2 
Total 
Proof: 
See random model. 
With correlation but without missing value. The EMS for each of the 
four components recognized in the model are: 
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k I: b 2 
r2 ) · · :EMS (Rows)=\) +(k-l)Ca'bc'-(C b' ,+c 'b'c -(k-2)C 'b' ,~ J J 
e a c a a c k-l 
2 
2 k Z C 
EMS (Columns) = 0. +(k-l )C -(C b' ,+C 'b , )-(k-2)C 'b' ,+ h h 
e a'b'c a c a c a c k-l 
k I: a 2 
EMS (Treatments)= (;;,8 2+(k-l)C b' ,-(C 'b ,+c 'b' )-(k-2)C + i i a c a c a c a'b'c' k-1 
The ANOVA is then as shown in Table 5o2o3. 
Table 5.2.3 
Due To df EMS 
Rows k- 1 
Columns k-1 
Treatments k-1 
Error (k-1) (k-2) 
Total 
Proof: 
See random modele 
~
2
+(k-l)Ca'bc'-(Cab'c t+Ca'b'c) -(k - 2)Ca'b'c'+ 
k Z b 2 j j 
k-1 
0a2+(k-l)C 'b' -(C b' ,+C 'b , )-(k-2)C ' b' ,+ a c a c a c a c 





+(k-l)Cab'c'-(Ca'bc'+Ca'b'c) - (k- 2)Ca'b'c'+ 
k I: a 2 
i i 
k-1 
62-(C +c +C )+2C 
e ab'c' a'bc' a'b'c a'b'c' 
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With correlation and with a missing value. The EMS for each of the 
four components recognized in the model are: 
EMS (Rows) = Ll+ 1 ) (f. 2+ ~k -1)- 1 1 C - fl - 1 ~ (k-l)(k-2) e [ (k-l)(k -2) a'bc' L Ck-l)(k-2)J 
k Eb 2 
(C +C )+ t(k-2) - 2 ] C + j j 
ab'c' a'b'c ( )( ) a'b'c' k-1 k-2 k-1 
EMS (Columns) =fl+ l ] <f 2+ f{k-1) - l \ C , , -L (k-l)(k-2) e [ (k-l)(k-2)J ab c 
T, 1 l(c +c )+ t (k-2)- 2 1 [- (k-l)(k-2)J ab'c' aibc' L (k-l)(k-2) 
. 2 
k ~ ch 
ca'b'c'+ ----k-1 
EMS (Treatments) = \i+ 1 )cf 2+ Vk-1) - 1 ) C [ (k-l)(k -2) e [ (k-l)(k-2) ab'c' 
f1_ l 1 (C , ,+C , , )+ f (k-2)- 2 J L (k-l)(k-2) a be ab c L (k-l)(k-2) 





F1'1S (Error) = 0, 2-(C +C +C )+2C 
e ab'c' a'bc' a'b'c a'b'c' 
The ANOVA is then as shown in Table 5o2.4. 
Proof: 
See random model . 
( C) Mixed Model 
Let the model be, 
Y =p+a+b+c+e ijh i j h ijh 
a1 (Treatment effect)V\ N(o, o) 
b. (Row effect) Eb = o 
J j j 
where 
i = 1, 2, 
j = 1, 2, 
h == 1, 2, 
---- k 
with the follow-
---- k ing properties: 
---- k 
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Table 5.2 .. 4 
Due To df EMS 
Rows k-1 r i+ i ]o 2+ '(k-1)- i ] 
L (k-l)(k-2) e ~ (k-l)(k-2) 
C b , - f 1- 1 1 ( C +c )+ 
a' c L (k-l)(k-2) ab'c' a'b'c 
k I:. b 2 
\(k-2)- 2 j C + j j ~ (k-l)(k-2) a'b'c' k-1 
Columns k-1 t_l+ 1 :\ oe 2+ \(k-1)- l 1 
(k-l)(k-2)J C (k-l)(k-2) 
C - r1_ ---1 (C +c )+ 
a'b'c L (k-l)(k- 2)J ab'c' a'bc' 
k ~ C 2 
frk-2)- 2 \ c 'b' ,+ h h L (k-l)(k - 2) J a c k- 1 
Treatments k- 1 r 1+ 1 ~ o: 2+ rck -1 )- 1 , L (k-1)(k-2)J e L (k-1)(k - 2) J 
C - \ 1- l :\ ( C +c )+ 
ab'c' L (k-l)(k- 2)j a'bc' a'b'c 
k I: a 2 
\(k-2)- 2 :-\ C + i i 
L (k- l)(k-2)J a ' b ' c' k- 1 
Error (k-1) (k - 2)-1 -< 2-(c +c +c )+2c Ue ab'c' a'bc' a'b ' c a'b'c' 
Total 
ch (Column effect) t ch= o 
eijh (Random effect) 1/\ N( o, O e) 
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Without correlation and without missing value e The EMS for each of 
the four components recognized in the model are: 
k E b 2 
EMS (Rows) = (} 2 + j j 
e k-1 
k E c 2 
EMS (Columns) = 0a 2 + h h 
k-1 
EMS (Treatments) = O, 2 + k o:_2 
e a 
EMS (Error) = ~ 2 
The ANOVA is then as shown in Table 5.J.1 . 
Table 5.3.1 







See r~ndom and fixed model. 
EMS 
k E b 2 
<f 2 + j j 
e k-1 
k I; C 2 
0 2 + h h 
e k-1 






Without correlation but with a missing value. The EMS for each of 
the four components recognized in the model are: 
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k ~ b 2 
EMS (Rows) = ~ + 1 1 IJe 2 + j j 
(k-l)(k-2) k-1 
. 2 
EMS (Columns) = [1 + l ]ce 2 + k ~ \ 
(k-l)(k-2) k-1 
EMS (Treatments) = ti + 1 )() 2 + k O. 2 
(k-l)(k-2) e a 
EMS (Error) = Da 2 
The ANOVA is then as shown in Table 5.Jc2. 
Table 5.J.2 
Due To elf EMS 
[1+ 1 Ja:2+ 
k I: b 2 
Rows k-1 j j 
(k-l)(k-2) e k-1 
[1+ 1 )6=2+ 
k ~ C 2 
Columns k-1 h h 
(k-l)(k-2) e k-1 
Treatments k-1 \:- + 1 )6 2 + k 02 (k-1) (k-2 ) e a 
Error (k-l )(k-2)-1 Oe 2 
Total k2-2 
Proof: 
See random and fixed modelo 
With correlation but without missing value c The EMS for each of the 
four components recognized in the model are: 
k I: b 2 
EMS (Rows)= (f 2 +(k-l)C -(C +C )-(k-2)C + j j 
e a'bc' ab'c' a'b'c a'b'c' k-1 
EMS (Error) = 6°c0 2~(C b ' i+c +c "b" )+2C wb' , a c a'bc i a• •c a c 














+(k-l)Ca wbcw-(Cab' ci+cawb'c)-(k- 2)Ca'b'c' 
kI:b 2 
+ j j 
k- 1 
(2+(k - l)Caib'c - (Cab'c ' +ca'bc')-(k-Z)Ca'b'c' 
k I; C Z 
+ h h 
k-1 
k(O a 2=ca_)_t fa 2.+(k-l )C ab ' c'-( Ca 'bc s+c a ' b' c') 
- (k- 2)Ca ' b~c i 
r2 _(c +c +c )+2c Ue ab wc~ a Wbc 6 a'b ~c a ib'c' 
See random and fixed modelo 
With correlati on and with a missing value~ The EMS for each of the 
four components recogn i zed in the modei are: 
EMS (Rows) = 
EMS (Treatments) 
k l: C .2 
h h 
k-1 
= r1 + 1 10 2+ 
t (k-1) (k-2)J e 
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\ 1 l :\ (C +c )+ \(k-2)- 2 1 L- (k-l)(k-2) J aibc' a ib'c L. (k-l)(k-2) 
EMS (Error) = 0 2 -(C +C +c )+2C 
e ab'c' a ' bc' a'b'c a'b'c' 
The ANOVA is then as shown in Table 5.J.4. 
Proof: 
See random and fixed model. 
(D) Exact Test 
We have seen in the Randomized Block Desig thatj with a missing 
value, an exact test can be performed by constructing an augumented table. 
For the Latin Square Designj the approximate test of significance may be 
performed by the usual way, but the F value will have an upward bias. Thus, 
if non-s ig ificance is foundj we can stopo If F value is significant, 
however, we cannot be sure that it is due to treatments and not to this 
bias., 
Exact tests of significance in terms of infinite model theory, 
although easy to describe in terms of general theory, are somewhat difficult 
to obtain. It is necessary to evaluate the sum of squares attributable 
to rows and columns ignoring treatments, and to rows, columns, and treatments. 
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Due To df EMS 
Rows k-1 t_l+ l ]o 2+ f(k-1)- l \ C -
(k-l)(k-2) · e l (k-l)(k-2) j a'bc' 
11- l ] (C +c )+ L (k-l)(k- 2) ab'c' a'b'c 
k I: b 2 
___ 2 __ , C + j j 
(k-l)(k-2) j a'b'c' k-1 
Columns k-1 L l+ l ] (J 2+ \Ck-1)- 1 j C _ 
(k-1) (k-2) e L (k-1) (k-2) a 'b' c 
t 1- l 1 (C +c )+ f<k-2) -l (k-l)(k-2)J ab'c' a'bc' L 
k ~ C 2 
2 1c + h h (k-l)(k-2) a'b'c' k-1 
Treatments k-1 h+ l 1(S"" 2+ \(k-1)- 1 ) C -l (k-l)(k-2) e L (k-l)(k-2) ab'c' 
1- ---- ( C +c )+ (k-2) -~ 1 1 D (k-l)(k- 2) a'bc' a'b'c 
2 \ C + K( 0 2_c ) 
( ) ( ) a 1b' c' a a k-1 k-2 
Error (k-1) (k-2)-1 
Total 
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The difference of these two sum of squares may then be tested against the 
error with the reduced sum of squares. To compute the necessary quantities, 
the experiment is first regarded as an experiment in rows and columns with 
one observation missing and the minimum sum of squares for error obtained. 
This sum of squares, w, say, will have (k2-2k) degrees of freedom. The 
minimum sum of squares for error, when treatments are taken into account, 
is obtained by analyzing the augumented table, E, say, wit h ,:,<:2-Jk+l) degrees 
of freedom. The quantit y (W-E)/(k-1) is the mean square for treatments, 
which is tested against E/(k 2-3k+l) by the F test with (k-1) and (k 2-3k+l) 
degrees of freedom. 
Assuming, the missin g value occurs in 1th treatment, mth row and 
n
th 
column, then the accurate test of significance of a Randomized Block 
Design with a missing value is made by the ANOVA given in Table 5.4.1. 
Proof: 
2 . 
E ~j~y .j.) = K(v- 1) µ 2+(k-l)O 2+k(k-1) O. 2+(k-1) o. 2+(k-l) o 2 
k a b c e 
• 
' 2 
E { .Y.m. )= (k-1) ;i2+o, 2+(k-l) (hb2+ 6,:2+ 6:2 
\. k-l a c e 
Y ••• = k(k-1) ~+k.~l a +(k-1) t b +(k-1) Z c + 4 ( Z) e +(k-1) µ+(k-l)r 
11' i j j h h it=l jh ijh l 
+~ b +4 C + Z j:pn j h/n h (jh) e ljh 





1my 2 y' 2 y' 2 
j .j. + ~ - _!.!.!. 
2 k k-1 k -1 
~y 2 y' 2 y' 2 
i ... h + ~ - -=..::. 






- 2k-2 0. 2 1 ( C, 2+ 6"° 2) 
k2-l a - k2-l b C 
+ 6. 2 
e 
Error (k-l)(k- 2)-1 As in the ANOVA of the e,2 e 
au~ented table 
Total k 2-2 
F 
l , l 2 k . . 2n,or 1 
-~ -1 ~2_ ---F= k - Ua k.::-1 
6'": '2 
e 
( 6b2+ ()c2 , + e2 
Oe2 
'8-
W=E Y -(i 1 j~ h ) ijh l 7 ~ 2 
= k
3 
-2k+2 0. 2 ...L 
k+l a k+l 
We already know 
k3-2k-2 A° 2 _ W-E = V k+l a 
1 
(k+l) 
I; y 2 y' 2 
i~ .j. + .m. 
k k-1 
I: y 2 y' 2 
- hr/n •• h +...:.::: + 
k k-1 
The proof is complete. Notice that this is only an accurate test 
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not an ex.act test because ~ 2 and Oc2 do not completely vanish. However, 
ask becomes larger, the F value approaches to one if the null hypothesis 
0 2 = o is true. Therefore, this is an accurate test instead of an a 
exact test. 
CHAPTER VI 
GRAECO-LATIN SQUARE DESIGN 
The Graeco-Latin Square Design may be used to impose three restrictions: 
rows, columns, and Greek letters on a k X k experiment. It differs from 
the Latin Square Design in that one more restriction is imposed. Hence, 
its error structure is changed only by adding one more source of variation 
into the ANOVA. 
Let the model be, 
Y. 'hl =µ+ a +b + ch+ ~ + e J.,J i j 
a . is treatment effect 
J. 
b. is row effect 
J 
ch is column effect 
d1 is Greek letter effect 
ijhl where 
i = 1, 2, , ---- k 
j = 1, 2, k 
h = 1, 2, k 
1 = 1, 2, k 
eijhl is random element association v. :_t h i th treatment, }h row, 
hth column, and 1th Greek letter. 
The missing data formula which we can derive from Theorem I by 
considering rows, columns, and Greek letters as three restrictions is, 
X = 
' ' ' ' ' k(Y . +Y . +Y +Y )-3Y J.ooo oJeo ceh• •••l eooo 
(k-1) (k-3) 
where assuming the value in i th treatments, jth row, hth column, and l th 
Greek letter is missingo 
(A) Random Model 
where ii. = 1, 
j = 1, 
h = 1, 










and pis fixed, ai's, bj's, ch's, d1•s, and eijhl•s are random variables with 
the following distributions: 
ai v. N(o, o) 
bj v. N(o, ~ b) 
ch V"I N(o, 0 c) 
d1 V"I N(o, O d) 
eijhl v, N(o, o e) 
Without correlation and without missing value. 
five components recognized in the model are: 
EMS (Rows) = k ~ 2 + Oe2 
EMS (Greek letters) = k Qd 2 +oe 2 
EMS (Treatments) = k Oa 2 +o e 2 
EMS (Error)= 0e2 
The ANOVA is then as shown in Table 6.1.1. 




Due To df EMS 
Rows k-1 k & 2 + 0 2 b e 
Columns k-1 ka,2+0,2 C e 
Greek letters k-1 kC2+0,2 d e 
Treatments k-1 k 0:2 + 0. 2 a e 
Error (k-1) (k-J) ()e-2 
Total k2-l 
Proof: 
See any standard textbook. 
Without correlation but with a missing value. The EMS for each of 
the five components recognized in the model are: 
EMS (Rows) = ()b 2 + ~ + l \ Oe 2 
(k-l)(k-3) J 
EMS (Columns) = 6 2 + l_l + 1 :i (). 2 
C (k-l)(k-J)j e 
EMS (Greek letters) = (5' d2 + r1 + 1 "\ is: 2 
l (k-l)(k-3) J 
EMS (Treatments) = 0: 2 + ~ + 1 -\ ~2 
(k-l)(k-3) J 
EMS (Error) = 0: 2 
The ANOVA is then as shown in Table 6.1.2. 
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Table 6~1 2 
Due To 
, rnvr ts _ EMS 
Ro'W's k-1 o,:2 + [1 + 1 . 10:2 
b (k-l)(k-)) J 8 
Columns k-1 o 2 + r1 + 1 "\o. 2 
C l (k-l)(k-J) j e 
Greek letters k-1 ((2+\1+ 1 10:2 
d t (k-l)(k-3) .l e 
Treatments k-1 0 2+ ~+ 1 102 
a (k-l)(k-3) e 
Errors (k-1) (k-3)-1 0e2 
T.otal . 
Proof: 
See Theorem II. --
With correlation but without missing value. The EMS for each of 
the five components recognized in the model are: 
EMS (Rows) c k(Ob 2-Cb)+ °a2+(k-l)Ca'bc'd'-(Cab'c'd'+Ca'b'cd'-Ca'b'c'd) 
-(k--:i)c 
.J a'b'c'd' 
EMS (Columns) = k( Oc 2-C c)+ Oe2+(k-l)Ca 'b' cd,-(C ab' c' d' +ca 'be' d'+c a 'b' c'd) 
-(k-3)Ca'b'c'd' 
El1S (Greek letters)= k(Od 2-Cd)+()e 2+(k-l)Ca'b'c'd-(Cab'c'd'+ca'bc'd' 
+ca'b'c'd) - (k-J)Ca'b'c'd' 
El1S (Treatments) = k( a,_ 2_c )+ o"2+(k-l)C -(C +c 
a a e ab'c'd' a'bc'd' a'b'cd' 
+C 'b' 'd) - (k-3)C 
a c a'b'c'd' 
EMS (Error) = G: 2 (C 
e - b' 'd'-C +C +c ) JC 
a c a'bc'd' a'b'cd' a'b'c'd + a'b'c'd' 
















+c +C )-(k-J)C 






See Theorem III. 
With correlation and with a missing value. The EMS for each of the 
five components recognized in the model are: 
EMS (Rows) =k(6b 2-Cb)+ fi+ l l(fe2+ r(k-1)- l le 
[ (k-l)(k-3) J L (k-l)(k-J)j a'bc'd' 
- l+ ------ (C -C +c , , , )+ --"'--- -(k-3) C l 1 1 1 (k-l)(k-J) ab'c'd' a'b'cd' ab Cd c(k-l)(k-J) a'b'c'd' 
EMS (Columns) = k( Qc 2-Cc)+ fl+ l \ Oe 2+ ~k-1)- 1 · 1 C 
L (k-l)(k-J)j L (k-l)(k-3) a'b'cd' 
_fl+ l \ (C +G: +c )+f----- -(k-J)jC L (k-l)(k-J) J ab'c'd' a'bc'd' a'b'c'd L(k-l)(k-J) a'b'c'd' 
EMS (Greek letters)= k(()d2_cd)+ \l+ 1 "\o.2+ \Ck-1)- 1 -\ 
L: (k-l)(k-3) J e L (k-l)(k-3) J 
Ca'b'c'd- [1+ (k-l)~k-J) 1 (Cab'c'd'+Ca'bc'd'+ca'b'cd')+ l(k-l)(k-J) -(k-J)j 
C 
a'b'c'd' 
EMS (Treatments) = k( Oa_2-ca)+ \l+ 1 \ (Je2+ \(k-1)- 1 J 
\: (k-l)(k-3) J L (k-l)(k-3) 
Cab'c'd'- f i+ l \ (C 'b 'd'+c 'b' ·d,+c 'b' 'd)+ \--"'--- -(k-J)\ \.: (k-l)(k-3) J a c a c a c L(k-l)(k-3) J 
The ANOVA is then as shown in Tabl e 6.1.4. 
Proof: 
See Theorem IV. 
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Table 6.1.4 
Due To df EMS 
Rows k-1 k(ob 2-cb)+ [1+ 1 )<5~?+ ~k-1)-(k-l)(k-3) 
__ l_:'\ C - [1+ 1 1 (C + (k-l)(k-J)J a'bc'd' (k-l)(k-3) ab'c'd' 
C 'b' d'+c 'b' 'd)+ [---- - (k-3)) C a c a c (k-l)(k-J) a'b'c'd' 
Columns k-1 k( 00 2-c )+ r 1+ 1 ]<fe 2+ T(k-1)-
c L (k-l)(k-3) l 
1 ) C 'b' d'- [l+ 1 ) (C + (k-l)(k-3) a c (k-l)(k-3) ab'c'd' 
C 'b 'd'+c )+ f 3 -(k-3)) C 
a c a'b'c'd l(k-l)(k-J) a'b'c'd' 
Greek letters k-1 k( od 2-Cd)+ [1+ l ]°e2+ l<k-1)-(k-l)(k-.3) 
l 1 C - [1+ 1 ) (C + (k-l)(k-.3) a'b'c'd (k-l)(k-J) ab'c'd' 
Ca'bc'd'+Ca'b'cd' )+l -(k-3)] C (k-1) (k-.3) a'b'c'd' 
Treatments k-1 k( 0:,2-c )+ e,+ ]~ 2+ fk-1)-
a (k-1)(~~3) 
1 1 C - ll+ 1 1 (C + (k-l)(k-.3) ab'c'd' (k-l)(k-.3) a'bc'd' 
C +C )+l -(k-3)] C 
a'b'cd• a'b'c'd (k-l)(k-J) a'b~c'd' 




(B) Fixed Model 
Let the model be, i = 1, 2, k 
yijhl = p.+ai+bj+ch+dl+eijhl where j = 1, 2, k 
1h = 1, 2, k 
1 = 1, 2, k 
with properties that 
i a . = I: b . = I: ch = I: d = o , and e . V'I N ( o , O e ) 
1 1 j J h 1 1 iJhl 
Without correlation and without missing value. The EMS for each of 
the five components recognized in the model are: 
k I: b 2 
( ) ,<2 .. EMS Rows = '.J e + ,J ,J 
k-1 
k I; C 2 
EMS (Columns)= 0. 2 + h h 
e k-1 
EMS (Greek letters) 
k I: d 2 
=0:2+ 11 
e k-1 
k I: a 2 
EMS (Treatments)= D 2 + i i e 
k-1 
EMS (Error)= <fe 2 
The ANOVA is then as shown in Table 6.2.1. 
Proof: 
See random model. 
Without correlation but with a missing value. The EMS for each of 
the five components recognized in the model are: 
k I: b 2 
( 1 ] 2 · · EMS (Rows) = 1 + ------ Q + ,J ,J (k-l)(k-3) e k-1 
2 1 k I; C 
EMS (Columns) = fi + ----) ()8 2 + h h L (k-1) (k-J) k-1 
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Table 6.2.1 
Due To df EMS 
k E b 2 
Rows k-1 (f 2 + j j 
e k-1 
k E C 2 
Columns k-1 o_2 + h h e k-1 
Q2+ k E d 
2 
Greek letters k-1 1 1 e k-1 
6:2 + 
k E a 2 





EMS (Greek letters) 
k E d 2 
= ll + 1 10 2 + 1 1 
(k-l)(k-3) e k-1 
ENS (Treatments) 
k E a 2 
='l+ 1 ]6:2+ ii l (k-l)(k-3) e k-1 
EMS (Error) = Oa2 
The AN0VA is then as shown in Table 6.2.2. 
Proof: 
See random model. 
With correlation but without missing value. The EMS for each of 
the five components recognized in the model are: 
EMS (Rows) = O:2+(k-l)C 'b 'd 1 -(C b' 'd'+C 'b' d'+C 'b' 'd)-(k-3)C e a c a c a c a c a'b'c'd' 
k I: b 2 
+ j j 
k-1 
EMS (Columns) =~ 2+(k-l)Ca'b'cd'-(Cab'c'd'+Ca'bc'd'+Ca'b'c'd)-(k-J)Ca'b'c'd' 
k E c 2 
+ h h 
k-1 
EMS (Greek letters) =~2+(k-l)Ca'b'c'd-(Cab'c'd'+Ca'bc'd'+Ca'b'cd')-(k-3) 
k E d 2 
1 1 
ca'b'c'd' + ---k-1 
EMS (Treatments)= ~2.+(k-l)Cab'c'd'-(Ca'bc'd'+Ca'b'cd'+Ca'b'c'd)-(k-3) 
k Ea 2 
ca'b'c'd' + i i k-1 
EMS (Error)= 0 2-(c +C +C +C )+JC 
e ab'c'd' a'bc'd' a'b'cd' a'b'c'd a'b'c'd' 
The AN0VA is then as shown in Table 6.2.3. 
Proof: 
See random model. 
With correlation and with a missing value. The ENS for each of the 
five components recognized in the model are: 
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Table 6.2.2 
Due To df EMS 
t1+ i 1 Oe 2+ k Z b 2 Rows k-1 j j (k-l)(k-3) k-1 
t_i+ 1 ] 1S::2+ 
k I; C 2 
Columns k-1 h h 
(k-1) (k-3) e k-1 
\_1+ 1 1 () 2+ k I: d 2 Greek letters k-1 1 1 
(k-l)(k-3) e k-1 
[1+ 1 102+ 
k I: a 2 
Treatments k-1 i i 
(k-1 ) (k-3) 8 k-1 



















k I: b 2 
Ca'b'c'd)-(k-J)Ca'b'c'd'+ j j 
k-1 
0 9 2+(k-l)Ca'b'cd'-(Cab'c'd'+ca'bc'd'+ 
k ~ _c 2 
Ca'b'cd')-(k-J)Ca'b'c'd'+ h h 
k-1 
6:2+(k-l)Ca'b'c'd-(Cab'c'd'+ca'bc'd'+ 
k ~ d 2 
Ca'b'cd')-(k-J)Ca'b'c'd'+ 1 1 
k-1 
0 2+(k-l)C b' 'd'-(Ca'bc'd'+ca'b'cd'+ e a c 
kI:a.2 
Ca'b'c'd)-(k-J)Ca'b'c'd'+ i i 
k-1 
-<"" 2-(C +e +C +C ) \Je ab'c'd' a'bc'd' a'b'cd' a'b'c'd 
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EMS (Rows) = r l+ l ]6" 2+ f(k-1)- l "\ C 
l (k-l)(k-3) e L (k-l)(k-J)J a'bc'd' 
_ r1+ l 1 (C +c +C )+ l--- -(k-3)] L (k-l)(k-J)j ab'c'd' a'b'cd' a'b'c'd (k-l)(k-J) 
k I: b 2 j j 
k-1 
EMS(Colurnns) == {l+ l 1 ~ 2+ r(k-1)- l 1 C l (k-l)(k-3) e L (k-l)(k-3) a'b'cd' 
_ fl+ 1 \ (C -tC +C )+ t--...:...--(k 3)1 l (k-l)(k-J)J ab'c'd' a'bc'd' a'b'c'd (k-l)(k-J) j 
k I; C 2 
h h 
k-1 
EMS (Greek letters) == fl+ l )<f e 2+ rrk-1) - l ) C 'b' 'd l (k-l)(k-J) [ (k-l)(k-J) a C 
t1+ 1 1 (c +c +c )+ [ 3 - (k-l)(k-3) ab'c'd' a'bc'd' a'b'cd' (k-l)(k-3) - (k-3)] 
k I: d 2 
ca'b'c'd'+ l l 
k-1 
EMS (Treatments) == r l+ l ]o 2+ frk-1) - 1 ~ C l (k-l)(k-3) e t (k-l)(k-J)J ab'c'd' 
- f1+ l 1 (C +C 'b' d,+C , , , )+ [--;,._- -(k-3)] t (k-l)(k-3) a'bc'd' a c a b c d (k-l)(k-3) 
k I: a 2 
i i 
k-1 
EMS (Error) - <£2 (C +c -+C +c )+JC 
- e - ab'c'd' a'bc'd' a'b'cd' a'b'c'd a'b'c'd' 
The ANOVA is then shown in Table 6.2.4. 
Proof: 
See random model. 
Table 6.2.4 
Due To df EMS 
Rows k-1 f1+ 1 )6e2+ \(k-1)- 1 1 C 'b 'd' 
l (k-l)(k-J) t (k-l)(k-J)J a C 
_ fl+ l 1 (C +C +C ) L (k-l)(k-J) ab'c'd' a'b'cd' a'b'c'd 
k Lb 2 
+f------ -(k-J)\ C + j j l (k-l)(k-3) 'J a'b'c'd' k-1 
Columns k-1 \l+ 1 1(), 2+ f(k-1)- 1 1 C ( (k-l)(k-3) e \.: (k-l)(k-J)J a'b'cd' 
- \l+ l \ (C -tC +C ) L (k-l)(k-J)J ab'c'd' a'bc'd' a'b'cd' 
k I; C 2 
- ( \ h h 
+ \- - k-J) .l ca'b'c'd'+ --~ L(k-l)(k-3) k-1 
Greek letters k-1 r1+ 1 J<S"e2+ nk-1)- 1 1c 'b' 'd L (k-l)(k-J)J L (k-l)(k-3) a c 
- \ l+ l \ ( C +C +C ) L (k-l)(k-J) 1 ab'c'd' a'bc'd' a'b'cd' 
kZ::d 2 
+ r __ ;,...__ -(k-J)l C 'b' 'd'+ 1 1 
l(k-l)(k-J) j a C k-1 
Treatments k-1 \l+ 1 \ 6,: 2+ \(k-1)- 1 1 C [ (k-l)(k-J)j e l (k-l)(k-J)j ab'c'd' 
-'l+ 1 "\(c +c +c ) L (k-l)(k-J)j a'bc'd' a'b'cd' a'b'c'd 
k I: a 2 
+ f--;...._- (k JJ\ C + i i 
l(k-l)(k-3) - - J a'b'c'd' k-1 
Error (k-1) (k-3)-1 G, 2-(C +c +C +c ) 
e ab'c'd' a•bc'd' a'b'cd' a'b'c'd 
Total 
( C) Mixed Model 
Let the model be, 
with the following properties: 
ai (Treatment effect) l/)N(o, O a) 
b. (Row effect)~ b. = o 
J J J 
ch (Column effect) ~ c = o 
h h 
d_ (Greek letter effect)~ d = o 
-1. 1 1 
e .. hl (Random effect) VlN(o o, ) iJ e 
where 
i = 1, 2, 
j = 1, 2, 
k 
k 
h = 1, 2, k 
1 = 1, 2, k 
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Without correlation and without missing value. The EMS for each of 
the five components recognized in the model are: 
EMS (Rows) 
k Z b 2 
= 0 2 + j j 
e k-1 
EMS (Columns) 
k I; C 2 
= <f:2 + h h 
e 
k-1 
k I: d 2 
EMS (Greek letter)= Oe2 + 1 1 
k-1 
EMS (Treatments) = O. 2 + k o' 2 
e a 
EMS (Error) = G:2 
The ANOVA is then as shown in Table 6.J.1. 
Proof: 
See random and fixed model. 
Without correlation and with a missing value. The EMS for each of 
the five components recognized in the model are: 
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Table 6.J.1 
Due To d:f EMS 
k Z b 2 




k Z C 2 
Columns k-1 h h e k-1 
kl.:d 2 
Greek letters k-1 (fe2 + 1 1 
k-1 
Treatments k-1 o,2+k 6"'_2 
e a 
Erro ·r · (k-1) (k-J) 6'"e2 
To.tal _ k2-l 
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k I: b 2 
EMS (Rows) = [1 + 1 1°" 2 + j j (k-l)(k-J) e k-1 
EMS (Columns) 
k i: C 2 
= fi + 1 ]<f 2 + h h 
[ (k-l)(k-J) e k-1 
k 1: d 2 
EMS (Greek letters) = \ 1 + 1 )0: 2 + 1 1 l (k-l)(k-3) e k-1 
EMS (Treatments) = f1 + l :\ () 2 + k 
L (k-l)(k-J)J e 
2 
a 
EMS (Error) = 0 2 
e 
The ANOVA is then shown in Table 6.J.2 • 
. , 
Table 6.J .• 2 
Due To df EMS 
~+ 1 1c2 + k I: b 
2 
Rows k-1 j J 
(k-l)(k-J) e k-1 
\+ i }a 2 + ki:c 2 Colw:nns k-1 h h 
(k-l)(k-J) e k-1 
t:-+ 1 1 ~2 + k 1: d 2 Greek letters k-1 1 1 (k-l)(k-J) 8 k-1 
Treatments k-1 \:-+ }o. 2 + k 2 (k-1) (k-3) e a 




See random and fixed model. 
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With correlation but without missing value. The EMS for each of the 
five components recognized in the model are: 
EMS (Rows)= Oe4(k-l)Ca'bc'd'-(Cab'c'd'+ca'b'cd'+Ca'b'c'd)-(k-J) 
k ~ b 2 
C + j j 
a'b'c'd' k- 1 




EMS (Greek letters)= Oe 2+(k-l)Ca'b'c'd - (Cab'c'd'+ca'bc'd'+ca'b'cd') 





EMS (Error) = 0::0 2 - (C +c +C +c )+JC ab'c'd' a'bc'd' a'b'cd' a'b'c'd a'b'c'd' 
The ANOVA is then as shown in Table 6.J.J. 
Proof: 
See random and fixed model~ 
With correlation and with a missing value. The EMS for each of the 
five components recognized in the model are: 
C 
EMS (Rows) = f1+ l Jo. 2+ {(k-1)- l ] C L (k-l)(k-3) e [ (k-l)(k-3) a'bc'd' 
[l+ l ] (C +C +C )+ f. 3 -(k-3)) (k-l)(k-J) ab'c'd' a'b•cd' a'b'c'd L(k-l)(k-3) 
a 'b' c'd' 
k I: b 2 




















+(k-l)Ca 1b 1 cd1 -(Cab 1 c'd'+ca'bc'd' 
k E c 2 





k I: d 2 
+c )-(k-J)C + 1 1 
a'b'cd' a'b'c'd' k-1 






EMS (Columns) = f1+ l J 0e2+ Tik-1)- l ] C 'b' d' L (k-l)(k-J) l (k-l)(k-J) a C 
- T1+ .. 1 ] (C +c 'b 'd'+c 'b' 'd)+r----- -(k-3)1 ca'b'c'd' L (k-l)(k-J) ab'c'd' a c a c L(k-l)(k-3) J 
k I; C 2 
+ h h 
k-1 
EMS (Greek letters) = [i+ 1 -]~2+ f<k-1)- 1 J Ca'b'c'd 
(k-l)(k-J) L (k-l)(k-J) 
- \ l+ 1 ] (C +c +c 'b' d' )+[---- -(k-J)l Ca'b'c'd' L (k-l)(k-J) ab'c'd' a'bc'd' a c (k-l)(k-J) J 
k I: d 2 
+ 1 1 
k-1 
EMS (Treatments) = k( O 2_c )+ [i+ 1 1~2+ f<k-1)- 1 J 
a a (k-l)(k-J) L (k-l)(k-3) 
C 
a'b'c'd' 
The ANOVA is then as shown in Table 6.J.4. 
Proof: 
See random and fixed model. 
(D) Exact Test 
Similarly, in order to perform the exact test, it is necessary to 
evaluate the sum of squares attributable to rows, columns and Greek 
letters ignoring treatments, and to rows, columns, Greek letters, and 
treatments. The difference of these two sum of squares may then be tested 

















r1+ 1 J6e2+ f(k-1)- 1 ] 
L (k-l)(k-J) L (k-l)(k-J) 
Ca'bc'd•- r+ (k-l)~k-J)] (Cab'c'd'+Ca'b'cd' 
+c 'b' 'd)+ f ____ -(k-J)\ ca'b'c'd' 
a C l(k-l)(k-J) j 
k I: b 2 
+ j j 
k-1 
! 1+ l ]~ 2+ [(k-1)- l \ 
L (k-l)(k-J) e l (k-l)(k-J) J 
C f 1+ 1 'j (C +C 
a'b'cd'- L (k-l)(k-J) ab'c'd' a'bc'd' 
+c 'b' 'd)+r ) 
a c L(k-l)(k-J) 
k I: C Z 
+ h h 
k-1 
\:"+ (k-1) ~k-J) 16e 2+ tk-l)- (k-1) ~k-J) 1 
1 . 
Ca'b'c'd- [ 1+ (k-l)(k ... J) 1 (Cab'c'd'+ca'bc'd' 
+c 'b' d,)+\ ·---- -(k-J)\ ca'b'c'd' 
a c L(k-l)(k-J) J 
k I: d 2 
+ 1 1 
k-1 
K( 0 a 2_c )+ fl+ 1 1 eye 2+ f(k-1) 
a l (k-l)(k-J) ~ 
__ l_'\ C \l+ 1 \ 





quantities, the experiment is first regarded as an experiment in rows, 
columns, and Greek letters with one observation missing and the minimum 
sum of squares for error obtained. This sum of squares, W, say, will have 
2 (k -Jk+l) degrees of freedom. The minimum sum of squares for error, when 
treatments are taken into account, is obtained by analyzing the augumented 
table, E, say, with (k2-4k+2) degrees of freedom. The quantity (W-E)/(k-1) 
is the mean square for treatments, which is tested against E/(k 2-4k+2) by 
the F test with (k-1) and (k2-4k+2) degrees of freedom. 
The proof of this follows the similar way to those in the last two 
chapters; thus is omitted here. However, it can be shown that it is also 
an accurate test instead of an exact test. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY 
Both correlation and missing value often occurs in an experiment. 
The existence of correlation will impair to some extent the standard 
properties on 'Which the widespread utility of the analysis of variance 
depends. Also, even one missing value would jeopardize the accuracy 
of the experiment. 
For the correlation, the experimenter may not always meet the ideal 
condition that the errors are uncorrelated due to the physical relationship 
of the experimental units. By the method of transformation and rotation 
to obtain the canonical form, and the use of r andomization techniques, 
some of the correlation may be removed. It is st i ll of interest to analyze 
the contribution of the remaining covariance to the expected mean squares 
of the analysis of variance. 
For the missing value, though an estimate can be obtained by the 
use of least square method and an approximate analysis of variance can 
be computed, substitution of estimates for the mis sing data does not in 
any way recover the information that is lost through loss of data, as 
some experimenters have suggested. The only complete solution of the 
missing data problem is not to have them. 
When both correlation and a missing value occurs together in an 
experiment, the error structure becomes more complicated. No~ only the 
experiment loses accuracy, but also the analysis of variance loss symmetry 
and balance. Therefore, special methods are available for exact F-test. 
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One of the objects of this paper is to indicate the theoretical 
basis for some of the methods which have been used extensively by 
experimenters in dealing with either missing data or correlation or both. 
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